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STATEMENT OF THE CASE 
On January 12-14, 2016, Richard Joppy (who has since changed his name to 
Abdullah Malik Joppy) was tried in the Circuit Court for Montgomery County on one 
count of possession with intent to distribute a controlled dangerous substance (CDS) and 
one count of conspiracy to possess with intent to distribute CDS. Criminal Case No. 
128172-C. The jury found Mr. Joppy guilty of both counts. (T4 207). 1 Mr. Joppy was 
sentenced to seventeen years in prison for each of the two charges, to be served 
concurrently. (Ts 22). Mr. Joppy filed a timely notice of appeal to the Maryland Court of 
Special Appeals on May 6, 2016. This appeal follows. 
I 
1 Documents are referred to by the following abbreviations: 
• Tt= Suppression Hearing Transcript (December 10, 2015). 
• T 2 = Trial Transcript, Day 1 (January 12, 20 16). 
• T3= Trial Transcript, Day 2 (January 13, 20 16). 
• T4= Trial Transcript, Day 3 (January 14, 20 16). 




1. Did the trial court err in denying the motion to suppress because there was no 
substantial basis on which the court could have found probable cause for issuing 
the search warrant when the search warrant affidavit did not describe a nexus 
between the alleged criminal conduct and the apartment to be searched? 
2. Did the trial court err in denying the motion for judgment of acquittal when the 
state presented insufficient evidence to establish beyond a reasonable doubt that 
Mr. Joppy had constructive possession of the controlled substances found in his 
girlfriend's closet? 
2 
STATEMENT OF FACTS 
In mid-2014, the Federal Bureau of Investigation ("FBI") and the Montgomery 
County Police Department ("MCPD") began a joint investigation into drug dealing at the 
Bel Pre Square apartments in Montgomery County. (T2 149-51). The primary target of 
the investigation was a man named George Gee, who was thought to be in charge of a 
drug operation in the area. (!d.). The law enforcement operation involved extensive 
surveillance, pen registers, wiretaps, and controlled drug buys with undercover agents, 
and included over fifty local and federal officers and agents assigned throughout the 
nearly year-long investigation. (T2 150,154,166-67). In early February 2015, the 
investigators obtained a warrant to begin electronic surveillance on telephones associated 
with the primary target of their investigation, George Gee. When the original warrant 
expired, officers renewed their authorization through May 2, 20 15. (T2 153-54, 220). 
On February 6, 2015, Mr. Gee received a call from a phone number that had once 
been assigned to Richard Joppy. (T2 166). Although a January 20 16 Sprint Wireless 
record listed the number as registered to Mr. Joppy, by late February 20 16, FBI and 
MCPD investigators identified the number as belonging to a man named Vernell Dodd. 
(T3 61). Police officers obtained no other records connecting the number to Mr. Joppy, 
and never .identified his voice on any intercepted calls. (T4 182). 
Over the three months of the wiretap, police intercepted and recorded several 
conversations between Mr. Gee and the number that officers associated with Mr. Joppy. 
(T2 168- 69). Officers interpreted some of these calls to be arrangements for drug 
transactions between Gee and the caller. (App. 12, 14 ). 
3 
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Over the course of the investigation, surveillance officers observed Mr. Joppy on 
only two occasions. (App. 1- 3,12- 15). The first time the officers saw Mr. Joppy driving 
away from the Bel Pre Square apartments while J oppy was out running errands with his 
girlfriend. (App. 1). The second time, officers saw Richard Joppy leave his girlfriend's 
apartment, and later saw him in the area of Bel Pre Square. (App. 2-3). The officers 
never saw Mr. Joppy meet with George Gee, never engaged him in an undercover 
controlled purchase, never witnessed him engage in any kind of transaction, and never 
found any contraband on Mr. Joppy. (T4 92,179). 
More than one month after the wiretap concluded, and three months after 
surveillance teams had last seen Mr. Joppy, the investigators obtained a warrant to search 
several residences in Montgomery and Prince George's Counties. (T2 220-21). One of 
the addresses searched was an apartment leased by Victoria Gaines (Mr. Joppy's then-
girlfriend) at 3320 Teagarden Circle in Silver Spring ("Ms. Gaines's apartment"). (!d., 
App. 4). 
The affidavit in support of probable cause did not present any direct evidence of 
drug possession or sales, nor did it provide any statements by informants that led the 
police to suspect evidence of drug distribution might be found in Ms. Gaines ' s apartment. 
(App. 11- 12,14,21). Instead, police relied on the following observations: 
(1) On February 27, 2015, officers conducting surveillance near Bel Pre Square 
saw Mr. Joppy leave the Bel Pre Apartments after a caller using the phone 
associated with Mr. Joppy called Gee to say he was coming by to visit. After 
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following Joppy as he ran errands for nearly an hour, police eventually saw 
Mr. Joppy return to Ms. Gaines's apartment complex. (App. 1,11- 12). 
(2) On March 4, 2015, police officers intercepted a similar call from the same 
number to George Gee. (App 12-13). Police then saw Mr. Joppy leave Ms. 
Gaines's apartment complex. (ld.). Surveillance officers later saw a similar car 
in the area of Bel Pre square, but did not see Mr. Joppy meet with anybody. 
(App. 13- 15). A police officer who remained outside of Ms. Gaines's 
apartment did not see Mr. Joppy return. (TJ 78). 
(3) On April 9, officers intercepted a call to George Gee from the phone number 
associated with Mr. Joppy in which the caller said he would come by to visit, 
and that he was currently at home and '"bout to leave the crib." Surveillance 
teams did not see Mr. Joppy that day. (App. 19- 20). 
On June 8th, FBI and MCPD used a SWAT team to execute an early morning no-
knock search warrant at Ms. Gaines's apartment, where they found Mr. Joppy and Ms. 
Gaines asleep. (T3 129). During the search, police found two pieces of crack cocaine in 
an unmarked pill bottle. The bottle was inside the pocket of a jacket that was hanging on 
a rack inside the bedroom closet. (TJ 132). In the back of the closet they also found a 
scale inside a suitcase. (T3 133). An FBI agent testified that the closet contained men's 
and women's clothing, but never identified whether this specific j acket was a men 's 
jacket. (T3 138). Ms. Gaines testified that the jacket belonged to her. (T4 106- 107). Mr. 




The majority of those arrested after this investigation were charged in federal 
court, and Mr. Joppy was charged in state court. (T1 8). Mr. Joppy was charged with 
possession of a controlled dangerous substances (CDS) with intent to distribute and with 
a related conspiracy. Prior to trial, Mr. Joppy moved to suppress the evidence obtained 
during the execution of the search warrant because the warrant was not supported by 
probable cause. (Ts 4). The trial judge conceded that "it's difficult to arrive at 
conclusions that, in isolated paragraphs, that would support the issuance of a warrant," 
but ultimately denied the motion. (Ts 16). 
At trial, the state presented the seized evidence, recorded phone calls and video 
surveillance, and testimony by investigators who conducted the surveillance and 
wiretaps. During the trial, no witness identified Mr. Joppy's voice on the call, nor was 
any evidence of any actual sale or distribution presented. (T 4 92,179-84 ). Instead the 
prosecution relied on an expert police witness to interpret the contents of various calls 
and testify that discussions and quantity of drugs found were indicative of an intent to 
distribute. (T4 12-86). Ms. Gaines testified that she and Richard Joppy did not live 
together, but that he would stay over occasionally because they were dating. (T4 113). 
The jury convicted Mr. Joppy of both charges, and he was sentenced to seventeen years 
in prison. (T3 207, Ts 22). 
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ARGUMENT 
I. THE TRIAL COURT ERRED IN DENYING THE MOTION TO 
SUPPRESS EVIDENCE BECAUSE THE MAGISTRATE DID NOT HAVE 
A SUBSTANTIAL BASIS FOR ISSUING THE WARRANT. 
The trial court erred in deciding not to suppress evidence found during the 
execution of the search warrant because the warrant application did not establish the 
required nexus between suspected criminal conduct and the location to be searched. In 
the absence of such a connection, there was no substantial basis for the magistrate to 
approve the warrant. The warrant application relied on speculation by police officers to 
connect Victoria Gaines' residence to any drug-related activities observed by the 
surveillance teams. Mr. Joppy was only observed returning to Ms. Gaines's residence 
after one suspected transaction (during which he was not even seen meeting with 
anyone), and this was after making several other stops on his way to her apartment. Even 
if this single incident were sufficient to establish a nexus between the suspected criminal 
activity and the residence, the observed conduct occurred more three months before the 
execmion of the warrant. Because police officers are assumed to know of the nexus 
requirement for search warrants, the good faith exception to the exclusionary rule would 
not apply. 
A. The Magistrate Did Not Have a Substantial Basis to Issue the Search 
Warrant Because the State Did Not Establish a Nexus Between the Suspected 
Criminal Activity and the Residence that Was Searched. 
The Fourth Amendment protects citizens from unreasonable searches and seizures. 
One method for ensuring this fundamental protection is the amendment's demand that 
any search warrants authorizing the government to rummage through a private citizen's 
7 
residence must be supported by adequate suspicion. Specifically, the Fourth Amendment 
states that "no WatTants shall issue, but upon probable cause." U.S. Const. amend. IV. 
When reviewing the decision to issue a search warrant, an appellate court may 
only uphold the validity of the warrant if the issuing magistrate had a substantial basis for 
approving the warrant. Illinois v. Gates, 462 U.S. 213, 214 (1983) (recognizing that "the 
duty of a reviewing court is simply to ensure that the magistrate had a substantial basis 
for concluding that probable cause existed."). The substantial basis standard ensures that 
a magistrate does not act as a "rubber stamp" for an insufficient warrant application, but 
instead requires that "[s]ufficient information must be presented to the magistrate to 
allow that official to determine probable cause; his action cannot be a mere ratification of 
the bare conclusions of others." !d. at 239. 
The state is allowed to rely upon some inferences to establish probable cause. 
However, it must also take into account conflicting or contradictory evidence because the 
determination is one made by considering the totality of circumstances. !d. at 230. For 
example, in Longshore v. State, the Court of Appeals reviewed a search where officers 
claimed they had probable cause to search a suspect's vehicle based on a positive 
indication by a drug-sniffing dog. Longshore v. State, 399 Md. 486, 535 (2007). The 
Longshore court rejected this conclusion. The court l).eld there was no probable cause for 
the search, in part because it was bound to consider the totality of available evidence, 
which in that case included previous false-positive alerts by the same dog on the same 
suspect. 
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In the context of a search warrant, officers must show probable cause to believe 
that evidence of a crime can be found in the location that police want to search. Gates, 
462 U.S. at 238. Merely showing that officers suspect someone to be involved in 
criminal activity is not enough for a search warrant at a specific location. United States v. 
Lalor, 996 F.2d 1578, 1582 (4th Cir. 1993). As the Fourth Circuit explained in Lalor, 
" [i]n determining whether a search warrant is supported by probable cause, the crucial 
element is not whether the target of the search is suspected of a crime, but whether it is 
reasonable to believe that the items to be seized will be found in the place to be 
searched." !d. at 1582 (emphasis added). 
Therefore, the state must show some kind of "nexus" between the alleged criminal 
conduct and the home before probable cause will exist to search the residence. The Court 
of Appeals explained the nexus requirement in Holmes v. State. There, the court stated: 
the mere observation, documentation, or suspicion of a defendant's participation in 
criminal activity will not necessarily suffice, by itself, to establish probable cause 
that inculpatory evidence will be found in the home . ... There must be something 
more that, directly or by reasonable inference, will allow a neutral magistrate to 
determine that the contraband may be found in the home. 
Holmes v. State, 368 Md. 506, 523 (2002). The Holmes court makes it clear that 
probable cause to search a residence requires more than simply knowing a suspect lived 
at a certain location. It requires "something more," some additional evidence or 
reasonable inference to suggest that the specific location to be searched will yield 
evidence of a crime. 
The decision in Holmes presents a clear example of evidence sufficient to establish 
a nexus. In Holmes, the court found probable cause to search Holmes's own home. The 
9 
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Court of Appeals "concluded that a nexus existed between Holmes' alleged drug sales 
and his home because, among other things, the police had observed Holmes in a drug 
transaction that occurred less than a block from his home, they had seen him frequently 
enter and exit his home around the time of the transaction, and they had discovered drugs 
on him before they conducted the search." Agurs v. State, 415 Md. 62, 85 (20 10) 
(discussing Holmes). 
In contrast, in Agurs v. State, 415 Md. 62 (2010), the facts presented by police 
were not sufficient to establish the required nexus when the police relied only on 
inconclusive surveillance to draw inferences. In that case, police officers had "multiple" 
separate confidential informants identify Mr. Agurs as a drug dealer. ld. at 70. -In 
addition, surveillance officers saw Agurs meet several times with suspected suppliers or 
purchasers. Although officers saw Mr. Agurs leave from and return to his home during 
their surveillance, the facts did not provide probable cause to believe that evidence of 
drug dealing could be found in his home. The Court of Appeals pointed to the weak 
foundation for probable cause along with the lack of a nexus to hold that the warrant 
should not have been approved, stating that "[t]he fact that the two men met does not 
establish that they were involved in a drug distribution conspiracy, especially considering 
that the police apparently saw no exchange of anything, not to mention drugs, during the 
meeting." ld. at 62, 96-97. 
Applying the relevant factors to the case at bar, it is evident that not one of the 
factors that was present in Holmes exists here. One distinction is that the residence 
searched by the FBI and MCPD did not belong to Mr. Joppy, but was leased by his 
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girlfriend at the time, Victoria Gaines. (App. 4). Although Mr. Joppy was an overnight 
guest at the apartment where the warrant was executed, he did not own the home like 
Holmes did. While ownership of the property in question was not explicitly listed as a 
factor in the Holmes analysis, the state 's argument in that case was premised on the idea 
that one's ownership interest in a home would be enough to create a nexus. Holmes, 368 
Md. at 522. 
Next, the supposed transactions in this case did not take place in close proximity 
to Ms. Gaines' apartment. In Holmes, the suspected drug transactions occurred just a 
block away from the residence in question. Here, assuming Richard J oppy elected to 
drive a monitored toll road (the ICC) and not ordinary streets, Ms. Gaines' apartment was 
a minimum of seven miles from the location where Richard Joppy was suspected to have 
engaged ip a drug transaction.2 (App. 1- 3). Additionally, Mr. Joppy was never stopped 
or searched during the course of the surveillance, police never found drugs in his car or 
on his person, and he was never seen transferring drugs, money, or any kind of property 
to another person. (App. 1- 3). 
The most important distinction between Holmes and this case, however, is that Mr. 
Joppy was not seen "frequently entering and exiting his home around the time of the 
transaction" as Holmes was. Instead, police officers conducting the surveillance only 
observed Mr. J oppy a total of two times in the four months of the investigation, and on 
2 Driving Directions from 3320 Teagarden Circle to 14000 Bel Pre Drive, Google Maps, 
https://www.google.com/maps/dir/3320+Teagarden+Cir,+Silver+Spring,+MD+20904/Be 
l+Pre+Drive,+Silver+Spring,+MD+20906 (last visited Nov 17, 20 16). 
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neither occasion did police see Mr. Joppy enter or exit the apartment in a way that might 
suggest that drugs could be found inside. (App. 1-3, 12-16). 
The state relies on the surveillance of February 27, 2015, to suggest that evidence 
of contraband might be found in a search of Ms. Gaines's residence because it was the 
only occasion on which Mr. Joppy went to Ms. Gaines's apartment complex after what 
the officers presumed to be a drug transaction. (App. 12). However, Mr. Joppy did not 
travel from Bel Pre Square directly to the apartment. (App. 1 ). Over the course of nearly 
an hour, police following the car observed Mr. Joppy stop and go into a McDonald' s 
restaurant and then go to another shopping center and enter several stores. (App. 1). The 
police inference in this case appears to be that someone who is suspected of buying drugs 
(in a quantity sufficient for distribution) will go about his regular errands before returning 
to his girlfriend's apartment to hide those drugs. 
Even if the police had seen Mr. Joppy buy drugs (which they did not), it would 
have been more reasonable to assume that he would have handed the drugs off at one of 
his several stops rather than assume that he would get lunch and go shopping before 
hiding drugs at Ms. Gaines ' s apartment. All that the surveillance would have suggested 
was that Mr. Joppy was staying with or visiting Ms. Gaines. This was already known to 
the officers, (App. 4), and as noted in Holmes, the mere knowledge that a suspect has a 
residence is not enough to create a nexus for a search warrant at that residence. Holmes, 
368 Md. at 523. 
Furthermore, even if the court were to accept an inference that the February 27th 
surveillance indicated Richard Joppy ' s pattern was to purchase drugs from Gee and then 
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store those drugs at Ms. Gaines's apartment, that theory was contradicted by the behavior 
observed during the surveillance on March 4th. (App. 2-3). On that day, MCPD Officer 
Chimel observed Mr. Joppy leaving f'As. Gaines's apartment supposedly on the way to a 
suspected meeting with Gee. (Jd.) . However, despite the fact that Officer Chimel 
remained outside Ms. Gaines's apartment complex conducting surveillance, he did not 
see Mr. Joppy return there after the alleged meeting. (App. 3). 
Finally, the state relied on an intercepted call from April 9 to attempt to establish a 
connection to the apartment. (App. 19-20). Officers intercepted a call that they 
suspected to be an arrangement for a drug transaction, during which Mr. Joppy said that 
he was ~ ' [a]bout to leave the crib now." (Jd.). Based solely on this statement, the police 
officers assumed that Mr. Joppy "[p]resumably had drug proceeds with him at [Ms. 
Gaines's apartment] to complete the transaction." (App. 20). A simple statement that 
someone is home before a suspected transaction cannot logically lead to an inference that 
proceeds from the sale of drugs would be found, particularly when no transaction was 
ever seen to take place. Furthennore, police had no reason to believe that any cash would 
even be involved in these transactions, and their own expert testified at trial that drugs are 
often bought on consignment rather than with cash at purchases. (T4 48-49). Indeed, the 
government's argument in this regard is puzzling. If, as the government suggests, 
Richard Joppy took money with him on April 9 to purchase drugs from Gee, there was no 
reason to believe the purchase money would still be in the apartment after the purchase. 
Unlike the situation in Holmes that established probable cause and a nexus to the 
defendant's home, the search watTant for Ms. Gaines 's home is factually more similar to 
13 
facts in Agurs, in which the facts were insufficient to establish a nexus- both Mr. Agurs 
and Mr. Joppy were under surveillance, but neither was ever involved in an undercover 
controlled purchase, nor was any hand-to-hand transaction observed between the parties. 
While the state may try to differentiate this case from Agurs based on the recorded phone 
calls, those calls, like the surveillance, did not provide any direct evidence of drug 
dealing, nor did they provide further evidence of a nexus. Given the weak evidence of 
criminal wrongdoing and the lack of a nexus, probable cause did not exist for a search of 
Agurs 's home based solely on the fact that he owned the property. Since the courts 
reached that conclusion in regards to Mr. Agurs ' s own residence, this court should reach 
the same conclusion here, where the property was not even owned by Mr. Joppy but by 
Ms. Gaines, a third party whom the officers had no reason to suspect of involvement in 
any drug activity. 
B. Even If the State Had Demonstrated a Nexus Between Victoria Gaines's 
Apartment and George Gee's Suspected Drug Conspiracy, the Search Was 
Still Improper Because the Only Information Related to the Apartment Was 
More Than Three Months Old by the Time the Search Warrant Was Finally 
Executed. 
Even if the surveillance on February 27 and March 4, 2015 created a nexus that 
could lead to a finding of probable cause, this information was stale by the time the 
search warrant was executed more than three months later on June 8, 2015. 
As discussed above, a search violates the Fourth Amendment unless the state can 
show officers had probable cause to suspect they would find evidence of a crime at the 
specific location. See supra Part I: A. A finding of probable cause must still be relevant 
at the time of the search. To this end, the affidavit must "show that the event or 
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circumstance constituting probable cause, occurred at a time not so remote from the date 
of the affidavit as to render it improbable that the alleged violation oflaw authorizing the 
search was extant at the time the application for the search warrant was made." Peterson 
v. State, 281 Md. 309,314 (1977) (quoting Garza v. State, 120 Tex.Cr. 147, 149 (1932)). 
When it comes to determining whether information reported in an affidavit is 
stale, "[t]here is no ' bright-line' rule for determining the 'staleness' of probable cause; 
rather, it depends upon the circumstances of each case, as related in the affidavit for the 
warrant." Connelly v. State, 322 Md. 719, 733 (1991). One important factor to consider 
is whether "the activity was continual, a course of conduct regularly followed over a 
protracted time." Peterson v. State , 28 1 Md. 309, 321 , (1977). 
Maryland courts have held information supporting probable cause to be stale when 
the lag of time no longer makes it likely that evidence of criminal activity will be found. 
For example, in Lee v. State, 47 Md. App. 213 (1980), the reviewing court considered 
information from a reliable infonnant that very large amounts of cocaine and other drugs 
would be found in the suspect's apartment. Because there was an eleven-month lag 
between the time the officers obtained this information and the time of the search, 
however, the court found it was no longer likely the significant quantities of drugs in 
question would still be present. Lee, 47 Md. App. at 23 1. Similarly, in Patterson v. 
State, 401 Md. 76, 94 (2007), the Court of Appeals rejected a probable cause finding as 
stale after a delay of just over a month. In Patterson, police officers had reason to 
believe Patterson fled from a traffic stop with a gun. They also had reason to believe the 
gun might be found in Patterson's brother's hotel room. However, the police waited for 
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thirty-four days before going to look for the gun. The Court of Appeals found this 
month-long delay made it unlikely the gun would still be found . As in Lee and Patterson, 
assuming the police ever had a sufficient basis for believing evidence related to George 
Gee's drug conspiracy might be found in Ms. Gaines ' apartment, they waited too long to 
pursue that evidence. 
At best, the police had two pieces of infonnation that might have established some 
nexus to the apartment. First, the police made a single observation on February 27 of Mr. 
Joppy eventually returning to Ms. Gaines's apartment nearly an hour after a suspected 
drug transaction. Second, the police believed that Richard Joppy was at the apartment 
before a suspected transaction on March 4.3 With regard to both of these dates, whatever 
quantity of drugs Richard Joppy was believed to have purchased would have been small 
enough that police never saw drugs and never saw any exchange. Consequently, even 
assuming the information known to the police justified a reasonable inference that 
Richard Joppy was using Ms. Gaines' apartment to store drugs, in light of the very small 
quantities at issue, there was no reason to believe any such drugs would still be there 
more than three months after the government's last observation. 
The intervening months presented no further direct or circumstantial evidence to 
connect any suspected drug transactions with Ms. Gaines ' s apartment. See supra Part 
I.A. If anything, further surveillance discredited any notion that Mr. Joppy may be hiding 
3 Although the state also suggested the April 9 phone call as evidence of drug proceeds 
being stored at the apartment, the connection made was purely speculative. See supra 
Part I.A. 
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drugs in the residence. As noted above, the police saw Richard Joppy on February 27 
and March 4 traveling to or from what they insisted were drug transactions (even though 
they saw no exchanges, hand-offs, drugs, or cash). On these two occasions, Mr. Joppy 
was observed returning to Ms. Gaines apartment only once. He was not seen returning to 
the apartment the second time. Such behavior i§ not indicative of "a course of conduct 
regularly followed, " which the Court of Appeals said in Peterson was necessary to keep 
evidence from becoming stale. Peterson, 28 1 Md. at 321 (emphasis added). 
The phone call that police intercepted on April 9 would also have done nothing to 
keep their initial fmding of a nexus fresh, since the extensive MCPD and FBI 
surveillance assets did not see Mr. Joppy at all on that day. (App. 20). If anything, the 
phone call and lack of visual surveillance would have provided them with evidence that 
their previous inferences were either incorrect or no longer relevant. 
C. The Good Faith Exception to the Exclusionary Rule Is Not Applicable in This 
Case Because the Absence of a Nexus Left Officers Unable to Rely on the 
Warrant in Good Faith. 
The Supreme Court adopted the exclusionary rule as a remedy for Fourth 
Amendment vio lations in Weeks v. United States, 232 U.S. 383 (1914). The exclusionary 
rule was applied to the states in Mapp v. Ohio, 367 U.S. 643 (1961). In Leon v. United 
States, 486 U.S. 1250 (1983), the Supreme Court allowed for an exception to the 
exclusionary rule if, notwithstanding a constitutional violation, the officer executing the 
warrant acted in good faith. 
However, a police officer's abi lity to rely upon the good faith exception is limited. 
The Court of Appeals has held if a warrant is "facia lly deficient" then "suppression of the 
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evidence procured would remain an appropriate remedy." Greenstreet v. State, 392 Md . 
. 
652, 679 (2006). Furthennore, the good faith exception does not apply in situations 
where "the warrant was based on an affidavit that was so lacking in probable cause as to 
render official belief in its existence entirely unreasonable." Patterson v. State, 401 Md. 
76, 104 (2007). In determining whether an officer may reasonably rely on a warrant, the 
court's "good-faith inquiry is confined to the objectively ascertainable question whether a 
reasonably well trained officer would have known that the search was illegal despite the 
magistrate's authorization." Leon, 468 U.S. at 923. 
The question then is whether a reasonable officer would be expected to be aware 
of the fact that a warrant lacking the nexus requirement is insufficient. In its analysis of 
the good faith exception, the Court of Appeals stated that a "well-trained police officer is 
required to be aware of well-established current law and to have a reasonable knowledge 
of what the law prohibits." Greenstreet, 392 Md. at 679. In keeping with this rule, the 
Court of Appeals has further held an officer is expected to know of the nexus requirement 
because "the nexus requirement is sufficiently well-established that the police must be 
aware of it." Agurs, 415 Md. at 84 (emphasis added). 
As discussed, see supra Section LA, the affidavit in support of the warrant failed 
to establish a nexus between George Gee's suspected drug ring and Ms. Gaines's 
apartment. Where this requirement was absent in the case at bar, and police officers in 
Maryland are expected to be aware of the nexus requirement, the good faith exception to 
the exclusionary rule would not apply to evidence seized as a result of the deficient 
warrant in this case. 
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II. THE TRIAL COURT ERRED IN DENYING THE MOTION FOR 
ACQUITTAL BECAUSE THE STATE PRESENTED INSUFFICIENT 
EVIDENCE AS A MATTER OF LAW TO CONVINCE A REASONABLE 
TRIER OF FACT THAT MR. JOPPY POSSESSED THE CONTROLLED 
SUBSTANCE FOUND IN HIS GIRLFRIEND'S RUNNL~G JACKET. 
The state did not present sufficient evidence, as a matter of law, to establish that 
Mr. Joppy was in possession of the cocaine found in Ms. Gaines's closet. When 
reviewing a challenge to the sufficiency of evidence, an appellate court must "determine 
whether the record evidence could reasonably support a finding of guilt beyond a 
reasonable doubt." Jackson v. Virginia, 443 U.S. 307,3 18 (1979). Furthermore, " [t]he 
standard of review for . .. evidentiary sufficiency is whether any rational trier of fact 
could have found the essential elements of the crimes beyond a reasonable doubt." Moye 
v. State, 369 Md. 2, 12 (2002). Whether the state presented sufficient evidence is a 
question of law rather than fact, and as such, the appellate court must "review de novo the 
issue of whether the evidence is sufficient to sustain" a conviction. Wilder v. State, 19 1 
Md. App. 319,335 (2010). 
Possession requires that one "exercise ... dominion or control over a thing," and 
may be established in two ways, either actual or constructive. MD. CODE ANN., CRlM. 
LAw § 5-101 . The Court of Appeals bas held that a person has "dominion or control" 
over a thing when he has "exercised some restraining or directing influence over it." 
Garrison v. State, 272 Md. 123, 142 (1974). The Court of Appeals also held that "an 
individual ordinarily would not be deemed to exercise ' dominion or control' over an 
obj ect about which be is unaware. Knowledge of the presence of an object is normally a 
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prerequisite to exercising dominion and control." Dawkins v. State, 313 Md. 63 8, 649 
(1988). 
In this case, there is no question that Mr. J oppy was not in actual possession of the 
cocaine found in the apartment. He did not have it in his hands, in his pockets, or 
anywhere on his person. Therefore the state was obligated to prove that Mr. Joppy had 
constructive possession over the contraband. 
The Court of Appeals has held that that "possession is determined by examining 
the facts and circumstances of each case." Smith v. State , 415 Md. 174, 198 (2010). Four 
factors are considered in the analysis of whether constructive possession has been 
established: 
we have found several factors to be relevant in the determination of whether an 
individual was in possession of the CDS, including, the defendant's proximity to the 
drugs, whether the drugs were in plain view of and/or accessible to the defendant, 
whether there was indicia of mutual use and enjoyment of the drugs, and whether 
the defendant has an ownership or possessory interest in the location where the 
police discovered the drugs. None of these factors are, in and of themselves, 
conclusive evidence of possession. 
Smith, 415 Md. at 198 (20 1 0) (citations omitted). 
In Smith, the Court of Appeals found the defendant to have constructive 
possession of marijuana because he was seated around a table where people had been 
smoking, and was within arm's reach of a lit marijuana cigarette. In another case, the 
Court of Appeals held that a rational trier of fact could not have found the defendant to 
have constructive possession of drugs that were found in a bag in the same room with 
him. Taylor v. State, 346 Md. 452 (1997). Though Taylor was aware that some 
marijuana was present in the room, the Court of Appeals held that constructive 
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possession could not be established when "the contraband was secreted in a hidden place 
not otherwise shown to be within Petitioner's control." Taylor 346 Md. at 459 (1997). 
Applying the Smith factors to the case at bar, it is evident that the state did not produce 
enough evidence to allow a reasonable fact finder to find beyond a reasonable doubt that 
Mr. Joppy had constructive possession of the drugs found in Ms. Gaines's closet. 
The first factor is the defendant's proximity to the drugs. In cases that examine 
physical proximity, the factor has weighed in the state 's favor when the drugs were in a 
confined space such as the passenger compartment of a car, Johnson v. State, 142 Md. 
App. 172 (2002), or when contraband is sitting on a table at which the defendant was 
seated, Smith, 415 Md. at 178 (20 1 0). In an example more analogous to the proximity of 
a closet to a bedroom, the Court of Appeals held that a defendant did not have 
constructive possession over drugs that were in the trunk of the car he was riding in. 
White v. State, 363 Md. 150, 165 (2001). In this case, the drugs may have been 
physically close in the sense that they were in a closet that was connected to the bedroom, 
but like in White and unlike in Smith, they were not within arm's reach or within 
grabbing distance. (T3 137- 138). 
The next factor, whether the drugs were in plain view, weighs heavily in favor of 
Mr. Joppy in this case. The contraband in this case was even more removed from view 
than the drugs in Taylor, a case in which the Court of Appeals found there to be no 
constructive possession. Taylor, 346 Md. 452 (1997). Whereas the drugs in Taylor were 
in a bag in the room with Taylor, the cocaine in this case was inside a plastic bag, in a pill 
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bottle, in the pocket of a jacket, hanging inside a closet. (T 3 13 7-13 8). It is difficult to 
imagine a situation in which the drugs could be better hidden from Mr. Joppy's view. 
The factor examining mutual use or enjoyment of the drugs is less relevant here, 
since there is no allegation that Mr. Joppy was using the drugs. Instead of evidence of 
use, however, the state could have pointed to evidence that directly tied Mr. Joppy to the 
drugs, if such evidence had been available. There was no evidence that Mr. Joppy 
handled the drugs, and Mr. Joppy's fingerprints were not found on the pill bottle that 
contained the drugs, nor was there a label with his name on the bottle. (T4 184). 
Furthermore, the state presented no evidence that the jacket in which the drugs were 
found belonged to Mr. Joppy. Indeed, Victoria Gaines explained to the jury the jacket 
was hers and she used it when she went out walking to exercise. (T4 106-107). 
The final factor is whether Mr. Joppy had an ownership or possessory interest in 
the residence. In Moye, the Court of Appeals did not find the defendant to have 
constructive possession of drugs discovered in a home in which he had been "living" with 
the owners, in part because the defendant had no ownership interest in the home. Moye, 
369 Md. at 18. It was uncontested that Ms. Gaines was the sole leaseholder of the 
premises, and that Mr. Joppy had no ownership interest in the apartment. (App. 4). 
Instead, the state relied on testimony that there was men's clothing in the closet and a 
single piece of mail on the table that was addressed to Mr. Joppy. (T3 145). Mr. Joppy 
certainly stayed over at his girlfriend's house occasionally. But, like Moye, he did not 
have any possessory interest in the residence beyond that of an overnight guest, nor do 
his overnight stays suggest ownership of anything found in his girlfriend' s closets. 
22 
As noted by the Court of Appeals in Smith, none of these factors alone are 
dispositive, and constructive possession must be established by looking at the totality of 
the circumstances. Smith, 415 Md. at 198. In this case the factors taken together, 
particularly the fact that the drugs were not visible to a visitor to the apartment and the 
fact that Mr. Joppy had no ownership interest in the apartment, show that the state did not 
present sufficient evidence to allow a reasonable finder of fact to conclude that Mr. J oppy 
was in constructive possession of the drugs. 
23 
CONCLUSION 
For the foregoing reasons, Mr. Joppy respectfully requests that all of his 
convictions be vacated, and his case remanded for a new trial with an order to suppress 
the evidence derived pursuant to the execution of the search warrant, and at a minimum, 
that his conviction for possession with intent to distribute be overturned. 
Respectfully submitted, 
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Public Defender 
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shop~A,~a\fa'~QB·~~nied:S-ho~;d~c6mm~ in':.lid c;ut.·o-( th~ b~S~r :;b:oJ ::u~-~~ou s times. A r 
~pprox-h~~-{~Iri 'io6~t~i)~'~;bf~-kect G'e~t_,\·!1~~ Niss:u,·\ri-.im~-P~y, -£!1·6 :he D:i!dnz 
- -::.,...-•-.,. --'•.~'\':";'.""; ·~•w~'l.= ~ ··;..••A-• -.!·.~ •• ~ ---,. • . • • _-._.., • : '\•-', •' • _·.-:~- , · ,. ; .: -..·, _ •- • ,..- -,I • - ...,.. 
len of ilie, barber~ sn·o-i:(~.'-Th.iS"Nissi.i\\'i.s occupied 0\; :.n olaer bl::.c~ Ie!TI~!e -~':d £!1 . -
·::;\r,.l. ~'l?;.iJ~j.·.:;.,..·T""'· '•r!.',.• --~.J:?·~-. :..-.=.;. ... -:-.- .:--,,.::-- ··- - -·. '- ~"! ' ~ :"" .... : .- . .. •• - ,-. , ''--::: ~' •• .... ··-·· · ·-· appr?.xirfia,t~l_y~15 ye·~~:ol_d>fer}lale:;: _Bo.w: _(e~~~j_e5 ~ n!er~t;~~ P}~~~~_shop whil~ Snowden 
\•.'as -s(aildingoLi'f'frbnt oflh~shop. b)"'LI)~·entr-~!ice _door::: ·An~{r£-;e fe!T:c.! es entered the 
· shap·sDS~~cteri'l6TI~-~vta~fncLd'ii~ct'ed. ihefl' rcfihe"'r;:;J·oi_rhe.shon . :: scirh r~m-iles ·exited 
.• ... · - ·.··=···---, --"'~ ·- -·- ~ -4..•,"-.:# L ~ •'~ . ... •• - ,' - '.· •,•.._,·- • 4' - •• -_ •:..:,.. • ,• ._•:,· '• ;- • ap-pi-?ximate ly'~ _min~~sJaJ.er,·e·n·r~red the Niss_sn aria !eft the _p'ar~ing· lor.. Sur\'e ill~:,_ce 
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.·. App. 3 1 
' . ~ .. 
J 
\,...>c::._ 
... , ' c. ~~L\~. ~ 
App. 4 
h ·li,·wd \1' :'"'' ': tlrt l)~:: :111d dnrg jlHH't:c:d~:. :\s dt:~:crilwd rrH1t·l· f'rr l ly 1···1 ·11 ''1) .,. 1 . . ,,, ow, . /, <::q•_;IJ'( t;/ 1 
('ir•k is .1 l(ntr-k\·cl :1par!l\t('JI( huildinn with "1''1)' viii)'/ ~r'cl t'r 1 r, '//1c· 1 1 1 · "'I 'I''(J" 1 · · ,. , • ·' ,_,. - HIIJJt;J .. /., \ '/!lie Ill 
,._,l,,r, is L",:nkrcd 011 :t r,n:cll aw11ing c:ovcrin!', thr. t.:rllry way in!o rite sl:rirv;c;l/. SIJHJI<:CT 
l'Jn::'ltl SI':S il l is :rp:rrlnwnl il lOti on rhc firsr floc'r of lhc ''Knii•.hls 11ridgc 1\p::rllllt:rJl•;" 
l'~'lllf'kX. !\parlrncnl !/I 0·1 is )(lC:tlcd on the right side of the ouilclinr. i!iid dowll il flieh l IJC•;(:rir:;, 
l'lh: f'r"L111 1 door o!';\ parlrnen l !flO:I is gray in color with Ill:~ r:uiJlbc:r ·'IO·I,"whitc in color, :tfli:-:ed 
lod: loc::tl('l ~ on th•~ riijhl side ol'tlJc door . 
.l. :\s dc!:cribed more fnlly below nlld in !\i.!:lchnJcrn B- .~. tht: SlJ IUECT I' H Et\-II S I•: /!2 is 
the prir11ary n.:sidcrH.:c of t\ndn: N,\ l'PEH1 ("i\/d'PER") and is a loc:!linn :rl which )'llllr ;rf/i:llll 
lJ~,:Iin· l'.s lil: rt Ni\l'I'E l~ s lmt:s dnq~s and/or drug pwcet:ds . .'i!J!1.1 EC r I'!H:;\ II.'i i •: ii?. i~ ;r IW<r-
Sh't)' !ll\\'lllluu::l~ wirh brown brick siding un !he lom.:r h:rlfof the: r..:s idt:ril:t: ,1/ld ~~r: ry l'inyl sid in~: 
I' l l the llflJ ll~l' lt:rlf' ol' I he n:s idencl:. The rHrm..:r;r ls "I J" : tr~ bl:rck in l'<dPr ;!,r•.:riml 11 ~~r:ty 
h:rckr,round ccnlcrcd above !l1e front door. The fro nt door i:; l i ghl blue: in col(lr willr :1 while 
blr~e sln.ll lcrs on the secnlld level. There is a porch light loc:Hl'd ~o lh!..: kft of the fron t door. 
:1. 2. :\s <k~cribed more Ji!lly below :tlld in :\rt:tchm~?llt 11-J, S LB.JECT l'I ~J~ \I (.<.; J •: /1.1 i:; ti~<: 
prim:try rc~i,icncc L,r George ED.rl GEE3 ("GEE") :md is :1 !oc:!tion <!t which your :rffi:ull bdi.:vt:s 
sun·,~ilbnce, l~w enforcement o!Ttccr> hnYc obscrv~d JOPPY ruuti.ndy crr:aing und :.:xi ringS U I !.I ECT 
J'REi\llSE il l. 
7 \Vlrik condut:ting phy>ic:d Sllr\'L~ilbncc, l:!w cnforc~·m..:nl oi1ic.:rs !r;;v..: observ::d N~\PPEK rmrlin..:ly 
c:JI..:rillg and ..:xiling SUBJECT PRlD H SE #J. . .-\dd ition:tlly, officer> h:r.v..: obsc:rvc:t! a bi:tck Toyc1.:1 
C:nnry b..:u ring il!:nyl;!lld t.1g !lllillbcr 213l60J 7, r"gistm:d to 'N:\ PPER, purkcd in fror tl of S UBJ ECT 
l 'H EJ\'JIS E 112 <llllllllliipl<! trccasions. 
1 While conducting physie:rl surwillanr.t!, l:rw ..:nfor,;,·m::-Ill o!licas h:tvc 0bs~rv~!d GEE rouum:ly 
.:11ll:ring :l!ld c:xi1ing Sflll.JECT l'REi\ I ISE #J . .-\ddition:!.lly, during tl!c invc.:;rig:~t!o:l law ..:nforw:r..:!il 
nfficns rt·ecil•cdju di,: i~ l authOJ i7.11ionlo ohlain physic:tllocalioll dntu for multiple.: cdl phoii<=S ust·d by 
tiFJ:. Tlt :1 t d: 11 :1 cono i ,;~t:n liy sho1wd UEE nt S1J H.n:cT T'RE;'\!lS.l<: lfJ nrtirnc.:s cc-nsisl:.:nt with so:ll(:one 
;\pp. 5 
011 
1h:1t GEE Sl<?rcs d·t:ugs ,{nd/o~· cl.r~1g pr?cecds.· SUii.mC'~'l)HEM1SE t/3 is a two stor; townhouse 
. . . 
. ' . ' . 
wilh light green Vi}.JYl .siding. ·rn·e nil1heraJ'"Sl" nrc"black ·in · c~]Qr ag~inst a· white.background 






0 I .~ 
Scctiou 25 i6 ofTitk IS, Cnitcd Sl::ltcs Cx!c. 
S. 1 !J:ne been a sp~ciJ.l agent with ihc Feder::! !Jmc:1u 0f j 11,~,~_,t 1' :.!."• 'tl. (ll.l (! · r 
_ ~ .• ~ !Ci'<..:tna,ll'r FBI) 
since Nowmber :zoo6 md luYc been ll hw cnf\lrct';;lcnt officer sinr..; 2000. FI\)ill July 2000 
through ?\f:1y 2005, I serw.d :lS a rolicc officer i\iU1 the . .-\rlingwn Coun(y Police Dc~p(ln 111 cnt in 
beeil :>.ssigned to Ule Baltimore Di\'is iou. SJ!c:'.d C-S. SU.K'e FeL'!t::crv : o! ~ - r ll:m.~ ,,·orkcd on 
. . . - . ~ . . ~ 
rederilnarcotics im·csri£ations since ·2009 ::.nd :0::.\'c D?..ILicio!lrd i:J Se\'C~:!.l Ll!\'CSii£!::t.ions tll::t kd 
. - . . - . -
:tvlontgorne~' Cotmty, \1aryland., to include ,·ioknt g~:u.1gs and :1s-cotics u::.rr"ic.:k'i :lg . 
.. 
0 · ·\.~ .., 1-~·,it -,•··L1's tr..,;,.;:;n ~ "'"'Cl; ·e,·n~.:: ·n· - ~ - ''O'~r - ,.,;:::, .,. ·IJ ~ · 1-' 1 r''•' :i "11011" tll' :1'1 0;-) r l''[l.Oll 
•' • .. - ·~ . ... ~ .t::~~ 1...:.1. lJ.L .-. '...!..uU.:. .~ . .:;..o.;._,· ~ ."'..r~o...!.l CJ. \... .... ~- _, ~.u -!l!;_-_. l ,:,_"\ .\.. .. --·-" ; . t .. t • C • . . L '· , 
mannfac.ture, conce::.lrncnt- 2..1d distribution of c0n;olled sub~t:,<ccs. .-\:> ''- rc,;ult u t l!wSL! 
. - . . . ~ . . 
. . 
tr:'.!niug :U1LJ ~X~'_;:ri..:ncc ::;~d h~s p:l!_til'i~).l~~'H i!'l L)l~~-~ ~~co~c~- i.J.y~stig:::ri t1hs, YN!r :!Erl2..'1! k:now.s 
' 
tlle 1ollo\\'1ug: th:lt i 1 is C0rlllHO!l r0r dru£: dc::Jcts to '·fr,)nr," or pr0\'ide on comign.mc~I!l, 
. ~ I 
\ 
CL'l ltro!kJ ~ubs£<!!1Lt'.S w t.hci.r cus·!L)rul'r~; U!:!( iT .: is C011U1h~!1 for drug de:>Jcrs to ,-onccn.l 






' • • ! I I. I I I i : i :; •. '•, ':• :,~ ·1 ;' \'." 1· 1:) l'i' I ·. J 'l''l' I ·' ,. I :··. I.. I • . I I ' I 
,, . :: ~·· ·,J; .jl• J,I,H .. IH·ilr: i'!ii-1 ;' . ~, ·.lli !/ .l ~; il'l !i:i :Ji ,l1'·. : 1· ·•1:: : :: -·1• !,·. ' • J,.. • . d I I I j • 
• J 
to conceal pro.cecds from la\~: ciuorccmcnt aulboritiJs and riva.l mrcotics tnffic:l-crs· IJ • 1 1 · . • • • • • - '· • ; . · · 1 · ' • , 1?. <rug 
dealers r9~ti~~\)' .U.'iC -~~Jl·-~~~- tqk~-b~~~~-t~ f~.~j(;-~-~~ ~~~-j~- d~g-d)st';ib~-t{on. OpC.fi1tJoi)s; tl1<!( drug 
' . . . :. . . . . · .. ·. . . ' i . . 
dealing is an ongo~ng.- process tp~t .requires ~e i development, use, <UJd protection of <.! 
.; 
commuuicatw~ ndw~fk til fa~ili~l<e danY. cm,g dis~j~u~on; that diOg dc,Um usc tel cpbonc; to 
tbwart ]aw ~~~orccmcnt efforf:s to rene~~te the dn:g ~ealers' cornruwuc?.non nclworks; <md Cl:H 
• 0 • • ' \ • • ' ·.·. - : • • •• • • • - -- ~ - ~ - • 
narcotics traffickers cominorily use "cbded'o languag(hvben-sj:Jeakina with other druo traf.flckcrs 
. . _· . - ~... --. . :: . , . . 7 · _ .. ::.;:..·:·. :r!. ·. ,.::: ..:=' .·:-.,· .... ; · : :. . •. . . ~ => 
in order to lh~v~-:- d~_tccti6:rt:b~:.:]~l~v ··;i~rfi~i~~~~jw a~~~~,; . wh-o . ri1a \; be i.mcrccpling uwir 
...... -- • jo ~ I :•· f· • ..1.,:;,~;-:·;.:,· ,!t: ::·::::: : l ;:.,, ·~ ... ::-: ~· .. • .. , . ~. 
com:'iillnicatioris. ·-.. ·. . ·; 
,' I ~ ~i:•&o;.~e(I h~;,:j~,e~ye,~ tc~~g and +:ien•ce in intec;icwi"g ""d intocmgad oo 
. te~~qu~s;· ·~:~s:t.;pro~c,d\ll-es, .. s.~!g'Ch an_d. s'~izurc, search W<UTant applications anti procedure~, 
·.· . . ·:·.·: .\!::. ·:?'.:J·· .. .. ~;:~·.- : ~··::~:·:~§;_;: ~.~-.:~.~:·-. -··· ... ~ .. ~· :·_ ·_ '"··:-- :_ . ' . 
. c~\t:~_~:·~-~~~~:~ i-~~~-i~i;~~a~~J¥~~ ~~~~~n·~~i-~~~i_c~-, ~~-c~~Jication, narcotics Jdcciiun, rHuTolics 
poek~';'"g• ~<!~~f,~~c~<J!~4~~~< ;s' ~~11 : ~ • ,,m~ue o<h" cdmi ool via I 'tio"' ;.,c~ "di "" 
.")v))lte' .'cQllcu·-'~ -~tirrijD~~ , offensJs:/ - ~ · .. / ·'.. t_~_ · ·_: ~ •. ~I --
·.· . . : ·~ - _.~ · ~:;._~_:~: .. .. ~L_~-~ - >f :;·~ .. ~; ~~~· ~~~. ~:~:.:.:~:;. ~:-.-·---~~-~~-· ·.- .·:: j .-. - . 
· .. .-' 11. ·;J1liS' ruii~Xi.t ~co'ntains· qnly' suC<tt:·ipfprrii!'tio!l' a!iis neces?'ary to establish probable cause 
.... ; ~· l': .~·;. ·I .. ·.···:: . . :-:··:_::·>>~ ·:= ~ ~ .. ::-f .. _,:. .. ·~- :.· .. -~-,-J': _ .. -~: .-:~ .. :.. ~- ·_ ·.~·~ . - . 
. ~~r- ~t:r~-~~:~~~;;;2_ ~~ ~t~t~;{~:~7_h~ ~-~j~I _  P~~-~sE~ •. -~d, OJcrefor~. Joe:. not 
rncluqe each ·(lD,d '~very fact • and. matter _observed·· t>v me, orper rnvesttg"tors, or known to Ow 
.. ·. ~ ~ . :.. .• -_ ... ·=·... •. . :· ~- :::·.:~_,. . ~ •.• . ... -.... --: .. .. r . - . . . 
goycmn~ent r~l a.ti~:g t~ -~-·~- ~-~~~ eCt_~ane(~f.t?is . u:lve~tl~ation . . 
' ; .· . -:· .:·. ··;._<· )::..;' ~, · ~: .:' ' '•.; .. ::·· . . - . _;._ . 
. . . . . . . ·' . :·; ~-: . ..-;· .. , PROBABLE d AUSE . .. 
.•-·,. r ' •• . ,\ 
· ·. - .. .. · ' . . ·: ._:·.: .~ .... :.~·::.1:-· •: .... -~ · - ~ : ~·---, .. ·· ··. --·· ~ - .-- . . 
12. Dilling the cou;se o{this' investigation~ the F~ctenil ~uresu of Invest.ig<!lion (fBI) anc.l the 
... . -. :· :·.:-",.; · - ~ ,,;_· ·::·. :_.... ·I - . 
Montgom_yfY ~ouncy · P.o_Ii'ce· __ Dep'a.rn?ent· (1\·fCPD)_ .~ave ide~tified, a c.~ack cocaine anc.l hero ill 
dis~bution op~;~ho~ .. l~ by G~o~~e Earl -~EE. 1EE anihis distribution network primarily 
operate i_n tl1e housing complex mown as "Bel Pre -Square," loceted at 14000 block of Bel Pre 
. ' 
Drive, Silver Spring,' Maryiand Q1creinafter '·Bel Prf Sq~e") and the surrounding area. GEE 
i 




directs ::.nd.lor snpplic~ several loqa.l dmg dislributor1 operating in J~c! · Pre Squan.: and conducts 
. ' i 
h<tnli-io~hnnd drug tnlllsaci1ons wiih local distrilmtors: 
1 . 
Controlled Pi1rchasc oCN::u'cotic~ on N·ovcmber 7 .. ~ol~· 
i 
13. On November 7, :!.014, a cooperating witnes$ (ltert.:inaf1cr n.:fcrr~d to as "CW") mndc n 
• I . 
conl:r~·llcd purcllasc of ~~r.n~k coc:lln9 at the dircc.lion :or Lhc FJ31 and M011lgomcry County Police 
- . : 
Detectives. On. that drrte, the CW met w.itJ1 Jmy cnfdi·ccmcni. officers. · During the mcc!ii~g. law 
. \ .- ~- ' . . . ... 
~ - . . . 
•• " I . . 
en.forc~~ent officers observed the CW eontnct GE!f on. cellular phone nun1bcr 240--460-599S 
• ._ • I 
' : ~b~~eill.ilfter ; 'GI~E's .CSI:LPHO}JE"). Dmu!g !he '=f!l\·ct~nlion . 11_1c ~W and GEE ammgccl to 
. ' . . ·~ - -.. · . ·_ . : . : . ! . . 
me~t uf the 14000 block of Bel Pre DriYe. Law chforccmcnt officers searched the CW for 
.• -·:-· '. ; 
_:._. . . 
C.Orl~ab·ru.i~ with negatj\;C results; eqwpp_cd ~l.lc C\V \vi tJ1 ::t rec-orJing d~YiCC, .:mel provided him 
_-·· ·:- -~ ~- - •': . . _. . . . . ' - . . . . . : . - . 
lyith·'-f'unili· w . purchase. rhe crack cocaill~. .PriQr w! the irnn~.1c:tion, i,:w c·a.r~rccmcJJ( officc.rs 
. --:~·· .·-_ -.. · :_ ~:: ' ' -·. : :·_~-~ _:~ "• :: - - ~ -. . - ~- . . . :- • - . . . . 
:~:~~to!~d -~EE'_s·.'~~;e~~.g~~\~i~-~~ ~t:r~xil}Ja· .~·~tillf· ~e GP~ :trat:king devicc: 4 nc NissM 
~~l~a )\_"as .ili.i.tiaJ.ly. Joc,at~_!i· ill:: ilie area· of Valley~1eld priYe, Silver Spring, ?vfarybnd. Tbc 
:;'> .. .:. ,.\:·/ . .-.: ... ·-:.-· . ",. -:. ··~· . . ·. ·.·: ... ·-.: I···: . : .. .· . . : .. 
\~hite.·'4Cil_(!Nis·s~· M:~XiJ:ria.tr<;~.~~led dir_ect!y' fj-op1 \ff!llcYficld .Drjve to Bel Pre Squire, where 
· : ~:'· . ·-~.;·'::: .. :._ ·:· .. _.:::/,:-: .. ... ·-._ .. : ":\ .. · .::' . .<.J: · ... :.· . · ... · . . 
shortly·after his cmival GEE c6ndtH~ted a narc·otics ti-~:Osaction· \vith the CW in chc p::rkwg Jot of 
... · ~.:,_.:::_ .. : .>. . ' .... ·.. . I . . 
Bel J'IeSq~e: ; >• 
. ~ . . -. ·. 
. ' .. 
14:'A,n~r -the trarisa_ction.wa$ copplete, law cn..JC:~~Cll:;191toffice~s obscrTcd the CW dcp.1rl Lhc 
. . . . . . ~ ; 
ciea ~ri route t~ ~ pre-~arigcd s~gill~'i"o_c~tion. Oi1eci n! _the .prc::~rra t;gcrJ loc<!lion, tht: CW turned 
. . : · .. :. ·. ,· . . :. · .. · ·.· :. . . . ·.· . ! . .. . . 
over' fue :·~·~;p~cte:d " n.ircotic~ · ~d· ·.tbe . recordino dcJic.c "to law enforcement officers and was 
.. -· : ·~· - - . ~ -·= -·-- ·· · .. . ..: ·. ~-.: --- : .:':l_ . _ ! .- . . 
~ ~: .:.- -~. :·/-_r::'·.::._ ·: . .. ::: .. : ··, -~ ~ .. :- '. 'l,. . ·· -. ..- : . •. • 
searched for ·contraband; ,Vitli neoative results. Lnv enforcement officers conducted n field test 
o;. -~~ :~~~~;~~i;d <~~~ti6;:·. :,\.:~~·- t·~si~d~ ~~ositi,/c fo; ·cocnine. The cocali1c weighed 
.. ->,:·.·,: .. ~~:.·:~,·::".)/::·\ -,.·:' ·:·.:: .· .. ,· . . ; 
npproxifu_r,~t¢H; : J.o ·~~s . . ::. · :.· .. . :. · .. · ·:·. . : / .. . 
. . ·. \ :··. : .. . ·:_:·:; .  :?) .":·_,_-::;,_·~·~: ,._ :: :_ >; .. ·.. . : . . , I ~- .· . . . . . .. : 
< Ori October f4 2o ·u~· Uru(eci"Staies·.lvfaoistratc Ndg~ Thomas Digirol:llno :1uLhorizcd the fBI 
to install a GPS fr~cki.rig d~-Yi~c oxfth'6 ~\·_I~itc 20ll _Nil'sri.n ~t.rumi. . 
.<· G i 
-·. I 
... r 
... . '.,. - .. · . .. . .. . 
1\pp. 9 
. I 
Interception of"cornmii"nicaticiiis:ovct GEE.'s CELLPJ-fOi-.;1!: 
Vi5 
15. On February 3, 2015, United Statr;s DistriCt' Court Judge George J. Hazel authorized 
. . . . I . 
interccplion of wire and electronic commtinj~atio~·; occurring over GEE's CELLPHO?';E. 
' . . .· . . .) . 
Jntc~ceptio~ :tcnnin~t~d on Mar~b 4; ·201 ~- On M~ch 6, 2015, Ucltcd Stc.!es District Cou..:--r 
. . . f . 
Judge George J. If.~~lautbo~z;e_d t!:c rp~.GVlC~- intei}~p!ion of:cominLLnjcauons occurring over 
GJ;:E's C.ELLPHONE. On iApriL3;·"2of.s·; '.United. S~tcs. Pistrict Co cit Judge Georg~ J. H=zcl 
'• . •• • • • + • •• : • • ~-; : ·_.\! :':.": :·.:· ;::!!~·:: .. :;::~.: ;( -: : . .. :~~- ~:._. . ~.i. :_=. . . ~ .. . :;·- ·~ . 
autho~ized the continued· iJ;Jte.rc~J?M.i!);(g~E'}i_yJ~{.1~P.J:IO~~: : pn).•f::y 7 ,' 20! 5, Cni ted Statc5: 
. · . • . . I .. . . . 
District . Court.· Judge George ]_ Hazel autb.orizi;d . i.nterceptio;:; -.cf ·:,-ire: ~'1d :.:lectro.nic · ·· · 
. CO!~~ca~~-n~ oc·c·~g -~ve~ (24~)_.55_9-8557, .~: JCCOJ?.d ph·o:c ·~~ilized by GEE (hereinafter 
. - · I ·. . ,.,_ . 
. :·;'GEE: .CELLPHO:N"E #~';). .. j . 
. . : . _.: : . ·. . . .'; . . - ' . ; ' - '· .. ~ ;_. 
. . . . ." ' . 1· .... : . 
, . . J 6. On February 19, 2015 q.t 8: J9.pm, Jaw cofcitq'ement officers intercepted an incoming call 
·_·--: . ··. _,_.. -.:: .. ;·:: : . "'":.:.. ~- : .- ~- ~ - -~ ;_· . ~ .. ~- . -.~ ·_.· .· ~ ·_.· j ::_~: .. -~; .. -./ -. . ~-: . 
._ to._: ?~?:·~· C~~LPHO~ fro!jl_~·-.:: c~ll~,~ ~~Jepq9f~ r.tnnb·c~. ~ti4ze9 _by . .<\ndre ?-HPPER. The 
. foJi_o-vy!ng is ari: excerf,t.f;o~p ~e-.{h.·e~- conver~a~on~J ; . . ::· -,·.-::· :· · 
, .. '· ·!:·· . •. - .... _ . .. ___, _: .-- .:,r_- . , ; , ·-- ~:~;-::~. 
GEE:" H_·6_ 1J_.~'·.: . .. ,, ~,:_ .. -. . ' ;.- ·' .. _. :, 
•• + •• ~ • • • -: :· • • • i t 
.. -.~ .-: · (-·> ..... ' .}f~~:PER:, __ :_:,- ~~t\~; _n;<0t_~,_:.:·.:_:- : .. ; ~·,_.;·.-;:_·_· . 
_-:_,:.·.: _·.= ~~F;_:::.. . . , ·. ~.t;s~~ -bo's<;.--:: 1·;. 
NM'P~R:~· ·'. · Ai.~i."?hil"\~·ha:~_ you doi~? 
. ·.......... . . . · .. : . :~: ·; ·. '. ·:: -_: : ·-: .. .... :-· . ~ ... , ._.I . . . 
GEE: .. . Remember that thing I \Vanted to show you about. 
.. . . ~··., . ::~:..r~~: : ~~~o~?':~~~~~m+ .Ye.h ~;~0ionU• fuok e>ouod '""who" 
, . :~··:··.· ... '.::·. ·_.·,·the fuckyoi.iat?_- \Vhat'side .you ~n?- I'm out here rippinand nmnin 
::.:,_ :.: · ~,.r . ·.~ .. J: ~ . •.. . 
GEE: .: .. :· . .. · sili't, ;ail ~e,wh~p )~oJ g~"( i r~ th~ 'bouse . 
. ' . - •'i. ,· .·. . .. 
NAP~~R:. :_. _: . : Y~ahi' i~' ~ proo,·I;n) fi+~~g,' I'Jl ·~~·ob~~!~ see you tomorro~ then. 
. . ·. : . I . 
. . .. . . I · 
•: •• 1 ', I(·' 
I •t ,_ 
' . . 
o: o '• ' ,, .... • !, ~~~·· • o I',.': ...... 
..... 
• • ', ._ , , : · .j .. '. 
7 
; . . 
I 
' I-·-












', I. · , 
· . 
• I 
'. GLm: 1 .•• . 
. I " . 
··,r·:.-' · ,t.' . · ... <)1,1~ .0\ 
.r~·~ h~Yt:: ~};zl chccse' fo~ you tornor:ow ~ • • . ~ • : • f -. • ·, • . ·· Y~ah· b~1 l f gol that ., NAPPER: .. ~ .. 
, ' • • • 'I t •,•••1' 
·" ·· ·.-.. 
. ! . .. ' : 
?.riywa); J10uirh. · s·o. 




• .I I ·~ 
f • j . . . . . . ~ : •• .'·~ Y cal1, J got to trilk [(i you abou:t ?.. Jot of shit. : GEE: . , .. 
,· • • I ' '. ·· · .· .· .: .. :: ···-. 
· ... :: >:'.: '. . .. ; . • ·· ·: abciul ·s~·lllc sbii, vou bdo·~; ,\•~bat I rr.c~r~>De:! l w]t t.hzt st.it ai!d 
• '· . • • • :" . i - -. • }·;'i~ ' i ' :' · , ·· ,,,,~i . -.;tling.:~v/fi .~:~ .. ~ooj )j~a t~cJ:~·~~ . 
T'got to !<:lk to yoll 
.. . -~ ··· · .. ... . ·· .. : ~ · . . - . -=:·. . . . .· .::'1~ . -; - . ..··· --
. , .... ::y-· .. . _. . · ·· .. ?-JAPPER:: .-. 'Oi<: c·o~i'. th~t;s·,~ ·ri1i :id1it'y·ou iiniic aii1 't!wuo!J . . rm ::d;i:: yo~ !n 
· . ,~~:,~~~~jt:~~{i~~li}Zf1¥1'ts!~~,,4~l~~~Th~,~h~~~,:c~:,;:;"':-, .•.•.. · '. ·• · 
. .. , .. -,;-(:-:.1·7:-.Ba.S'ed. on} my·; trainirig;-. e·x~ieni:e_;·•·iifld ·: kiHf\;,;1ed2e:·of..this -illvestige.(ion: }·o'ur affi2.nt ·.:;_.(::',s<f';~~. :~~:t;- ~.-.if:;;.::..·<~~·=- -,;~:~~ . .t,~;::s~~\~~.~~~.~~'{~:t~f;:;::~C}~~~~~~;~!~-;:.:·' ':'~~ --~-; .i::·- ::.- - ~~ :::~ 
. ~ -~~~~\;,~~;.~(~1ff!2%~~ff ~~Y~~?~~~§.~"iJ.:~g~ }~t~-~ ~;~:e\~-.)·1._P.P~-:.¥-~- r\·f·r.: ~ ilci\() and ~ .. _'t~:.·.~~;;;~-~-·Y'5 c;:.;~· r.:~::.::'J~:i(;~"~'f.: :);.-~~tc~:~ ~·-~;·<·"'.:_c; ~~;~~-t~~Hk_;:·"'::":::f;~~~rr:~_J..i, _ -~.->·- · :--:' ·. ·-·that '-NAP~ER::-h:aq._'c:liiJg-;pioc;.~\'!s~·for? .em~: (r]!feqed:~ .to'i_as}.'_ch~ese''):- · NAPPER and GEE -"~§};~~~~iil~~{f-i~tt~1~r~tl~i1~~~d;;vetiliep;~ce,d, 
· .. · 1st0.&F.~1rriYai)r;-27;~:2'ols~~abi.pproxi.i:na1ely. 3 :o.Q:·iJm:t la\v·erucil-cemenr officers intercepted e. ~f;;};~~2:}f~~f.~l~~~ t~~~~1.'#~fi~~~,:;~~~(~~l~:~i;l~fs;·; . ·~ul~d by 
:.J.OJ?.P.Y.t :(I]le .. follo\~~ng)s ~a,..'1 .. ~>;S~rp.t Pf.th.~.1r com'.q,r~~t,lo,~; _._ 
.. :· .. : :,:.~·. . ·~ /·_::./ {!).~-~ .::[;:~~~:0:-~~i~:~~f~~::~ _:·?;~;~'):l.:·t::);~~.'~y ~::::~;;;.r.~:>~~·;c~- -' .. ' . 
. .. .. ::-: ,_ :. .. ; . . GE)~!·,:~·~:·.·-.. :: ·_::y~,<Yl,)'w.A~~~·yqu ~9~\ld t4~ \\:ay . ... yq~, ugh,ju?!-comc "-.round 
·:-:! I •:·- · · . • ' 
....... 
. ,. : 
.; . .;; ..... 
App. 11 
. ' ' 
!'! :· ~ · r :u:.~:n. Et:~·:f i ~·:;.JLiJ·:;~Jti;/~ ! ~ 1 :_;II ~ ;j_f·,H Lk:, :.~ - 1 ~~ I ~ :!h h J ~ :~- '{ -.1 :: ):: r. J · 
·• . I 
I 
•, ... · 
. ' .. · . 
. ,I, 
GEE: · .. . .. . · ·_(\jglJL ..... , . :; · ··. 
19. B~sc.:(l m1 1n~ lrainihg, cxpc;l en~cJ <m~·· .·~n6/.i,Jc:dg<,: , of this investigation, your affiant 
.. .. ' . .. -... . . . . . . . . 
llclicvc~ tl~;1L m;j~ .ai1d JOl)j:y ~c.~rr~ogit1g a. ~;fug·· Lansa~t,io·~; · During ihc conversation GEE 
·. ·-_ . ' ,· :· __ , . -... ···.·_· ·.';· .· .' · .. - .· .-.. _ ·.··-.~- - ·. -.; _·-- . ·~ -~ ·! .· .·· : . < .: .·· . .-·:! .. ,· ... - ~- . .. _· .... ' -
dircds<J J~[}'Ytoll:~w lm~Hero~Jid ~:~ Thrnna' ~ 'tlt,'' ~h:chy~ur amant believes [O be the 
arc.:a of: Bcl 1l 1rc,.' Dnvc; also known as , '.'Bcl Pr~ ~quare:'. ·After wterccp~ng l.his call, law 
,;; r o:c~~,; '!': : !li "''' ;""''J!J '"' c<l '~':r''~>I}?J!"' p,f;~.l; ~'~ q;; vc ·; At ,,;ptoxinr;tcl X 3 24 Ra,, 
, 
1
• :-•--, ·,_' !' I ' ' ' - ; : _ :_-·. :: : ;,-:} . ~:'-<< -~: - · ,''(·j ·~ t' . J~-- : .  : : ·,,.. . · : - · 
. o !f)cC:~·s . ob.~<.:r \it;ct' J(),J ~!J)'· : <~ >:,i t,j!1~L~~:~.l !_J~r4 . .;J~Si.v~: pr\Yi!W' .a · p;r6cr1 f-Jonda scdiln, Maryland 
•,\ , • I ~ -, ' ' ',' 0 '1 '•0 ! I ' I • 
. . . , 'I :-• · ' ' . , ~ ' , ' . , . ' . . I . 
·r'~l.i! s[nt(i (;I; '1i \lin bt.:;:· 5J:~ 1~68 71 '5 /: La,v;, ~nforcc61Gilt off] cers kept C(;nstimt su rvci ll;mc;c,. qf JOP py 
·.:~: · · · :. :··,:.· •• . . _.,. . · ~-:::· . c •·• .. . : .. I . . . . . . . . 
.. : . ;uiJI . <ths.ervecl him d~iving to ·add: entering SUB,TECf PREMfSE til at npp10ximetely 4: J 0 pm. 
·. I I / .. ·, : ~ ·, ' ~ l • • l • I I ~ • 1' .l , • - l _. • • 
,. ··,, ·:" ' )3};~.~d ·. ' ui~' tli,J. [lboyc' :c!.cscri,b~cl cal,i, )'p\i~. ,l f.J~t~ ;;t· j1'clicvcs tbar, at the' ' Lime hc cnterccl the 
. ·.:·,·· ': :·"·'.~ ... ·: .. . ::·: ··.::·' .·>:····:.'.:·,·.;;1 ·: '•, .· .. >'; ' ::, ... · '•l.:".:: '. <f..:··'' ", ' 
· .··: ·· · S.')J3JEC r .. J.>H.I~J\fJ$g ·m ,yJpp y; w~s iu J)osAessi<~n/ of dnigs. ~ . 
• 1 ; • l ' 'I ( '• . : • ' - . I . ·~ • ' . ·, :- '•,' ; .. ' ·, f, • 
··.;· '•, ' . . ' . . '•/' ·•. ' I . . . 
.... ;·,:26/:b,i: ¥.ni·GJ~ ( 20 J.S; ·at 4:59· Pl\'1; ,Jaw' <.;rlforci::mcnt ofiiccrs in'l<.:!:ccr1tcd a cu ll [o' GER's . 
.. . ···~-- ,· :_~ ,-_·.:. ·, ., ·~ .!·. ··,:.~ ,-~ -. ·.·:·._''·. ,: ';:·-.. ·':·._1 ' i ·.~ .. . •, ._-·.··_. 
CJ d~r;·l.> I·.I C)NJ\ lro1·n · t:~llitic,.J> tci~pl19;lc:/:nuiiJhG1· ·:· (202) 27 J -25SJ , \Vhich is uli!izcd by J 9~P'X: 
'. •· .. · • • ·":·:._:· .• ~::-: • • ~·: · . • • • . 1:· · ·:: . ,_·; :· ' ·-:. • •• :.···.: ./'. '.';-", ... ,)\ ••• i·.l.:·:· 
, · .... . TJie.J.bllowiiig is. ;mL:~:cc:JJit'·o flhcir cohversati()'n: ·. ·· '·:/::· .. . . ..' ·· .. ·.· · 
·. , . /, :' :· :.' f.9~; ;, .. '(_j; f;\.;~, ,I·:}·r·ri•(·: }/:>: ' ... :' . : : , . . . . .·. . · .. 
. ·: . ·: i ,' Jp 1~ 1 ',~ 'i: ;:, , p {~ : (" ~· y~· :::r:i.~ :t'O~?VJ'~'' :"hat's ; tl oo k Iii: e.'! . 
· . ·'.: · .'.' cil ~E: . · .:. :····;". ·. I'm 'on) Dy·.wuy 'ni·puildt ' 'iro!uul Ll!~ Hope ru1cl sbtt, man. 
. , ' ·:. :,· -~·- . , .. ·.::1 ~ ~ '! ':· ~ ,,· ... ~_. .. : _-,; /:-;.·::· ~ .. · ·~ · .. . ··:.)·-·. ,_'~-~ ·.:~~ ::< :-.-- ,, ··_ ... ;:.':'_- ._. .. ·-~~-- ~: ~-' / > ...... _ .. _: . :: ... :. ·. . . . 
. ., : .'::····.;.,· ·f Joi>))'y:·::,:· <:·,', OK, ,l'.l~l· :cii,J.tJ.!}s ·side,ciJl ili.e ,qhan.cy si?~· . · 
, . ·: .. >: ,_: .· : : , :::. ·;-:;::',::):;. ::'~·. >:~· .• : .. ; .. ·:·::. I} : ) · .. :·. : · .
· · : ·.: ··.'. ·· · cll'·,· F · '~ ."' ·l '·· . :: ... r sa)·,. \\,llat you !rymg' jto'do: . .. · .·. :: ·· .. 
·. ~ '· .... ·.. / .:··.··: .:~.;;: i :i·.~ ·· .. ~·:.J)!:::>:.,/~<·. <· / : ......... ~ .·: : ,.:\··:· . .':·· .... ·.: .... ·!: :,::(~ .. ::· . :<: .. ·\/;_:. 
. · :. : ·.:.: JOPP.Y; . . •;, .. ··.l',l wo:,·.;,,. ··: .. ;,, ... , ... · ·. , : ·. · .. .. :· · . . 
I ' '•, ,' •. ' ·, I, I ' ,, ··.·· , ';'' :',j'· ,I • .. ... :: ' " . I ' ' ·.: .;. ' ' ': '' 
· . ·. · ,· ·. · d.;J:~ ::·· ;:.::··.··.;.;.:.; :~~(\j~~·. }~n;t.l;itt;:~: 1;·c~·j~c:.~:·\i~it ~~bet 1~e ov~r there, on the G~od Hope 
.- --~·~-~~.~~/·>.' .. ·:.'!.· ·.,·y>:::· / :. ··.,:, 1:>·.:.,;:,,:: .  · ,·,·.·.· .... : ;< ·~. : ::::-:: .. ··.->_:, .... .</:.-. ,• ' '. '·. 
J ' A ' : • • , . o! ( ,,· )('' 'M:: I~' I 'l;·H I ))c;.;ilrlrncn! of Molor,V i.!hicjl!S (M)'A),, the l~C?~.d.~ sc.dan I,s. registered to 
ni.:CDJ ( 1111' () ' .I ' \ ' , . ' . • • •' ' c· ' t ''' " ·' '•· "'#104 ('l.. SUBJECT 
V .. ·· .1 'c > /I'· INJ··· ~· · ~ .;. ; IJ{· I1• hoi'1 ] ti' i~dcl r/.:ss.of 3320'I't!<lgnrd 1u, u~ .c. apartu~~nt' ' we . JC1 t)J Ill , Jl >, T . •' I , ,. I I • • ' I . . ' I J • • I • ~. ~ I'IU•: ~'I fSJ• :.s). : . · '·,····:·.:··': :. ' • ·\ , .. ·.·-: .. · · . . 
1
: :.··· . . , · 
.. . : .. . :;·);::},;,;,_,\: ,' ,!, I ~:: : ., .. 
. ·· i.:,;· ':·· ···,··· ,• '. ' ' '/. 
I I' r' '• ~ ,• ' ' • o '' t I ' ' 
• '. ' ' .; 'I I ' I . . ~ · .• ·' •:,' ,·-' .•. ' .-·.  ~ .·· . ~ :- .. . 
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App. 13 
-------------- --- ------ . -~ - -.-~.--- --·----- - -- -'""'~-~---....... _., ____ ...:.._-,.........__ .. _ .. :..:.-......,._ 
: ·; ." ' · i' · 11 1· :::; ; ·: .: ' \;.; .;· t \';: ! ; : ,. ~ ·;. :; ; ; 1 ''' ·.!.': ' ;; ' i r , ; : . /· :; IF;:: ·• •; 
· ; ,_, .. ,, ~ t· .. i t; ·, ~. 2\:;::, i~ l t i~· '.-,1.: Jii l ~~-~lL; ;.~}I: 1J J!:~;li; ifJ;:. J~I• ;_,:·. ! I :L·ili 1.; , ·1 
, • , , , • , • ' ,I · I_'. , • ,. o o ·' •1, 1" •o 1 "• I . 
- :·. : .. .-·· .:·.··! . .. -.. ... ·,-~· .. -. . . .. --~> ..-. .. -. ;;:=,..: -~ . >: .. .. -.. . G 
. . ·, · :r:;; ~· >·,#r>:';~;·:·JI: :· · · :· ~, ,·:: : ···.·. 
r_qP~!:~~ }j_:~ He~;:I'~·coijjjggJ1p.Jo'tJ;!~Jight :?.n Q9qd ffop~ . . 
- .. -: - .: : . . ·. ::=-1_-_ .. .__ .. ~-
... -. 
_., '. • ! • • :·-· 
.. 
. .. . · :·:, :.:'~ '/ ~ ·.'-~ ·/ __ _-:_:.,~-:::;. left by't_~e rec tb~rtcori:1e (io}Yrl and '0lir}. make _a_J e. ft. right ~t th~ 
.. ..  · . ·~ ~:?'}~K!:;S:~(t~c,·.·$~~~~~J~~·~~~i~~~~~l~·~ ~~e:~e;.~&~o:~o;;"''' , • .. : · 
. · .. . ',. • .. ~ / - ·.·>-~- .-~-~·.:_ . ;: ... ~: -; -.. [ W1Jr!te_lli gi.R1e J:. ~- ,My-.5~- P.9l:!f·go"iln.:<t ·coirie o.ur tb.::re and see· you 
....... :.: . -~- ·:: _- ·-;:.:.~ ~-:::· .. -~-~ --- ..: .. : '·' < , ::_~ .. ; ;.,:,~~:<_:,._~;.?~: i;~-~~;-.j.-;':~-~~-~~~--~ - .·::~~:.:;-~-- -::.,~:~ ~:· .. -·· .--- . -
.-·. : ~-~= -~l : . .-: :::·, ;:  -~) - :~ :·-·. '\:._;.-;- - ·. ~ .· -- ·. 
; :;· ·'>i',\}Y"i~:~J~rt~~~~:··:~~~, '!::. . '" . . . - .· . . 
. ·: · .-_ · ..-. <· ,.-.. ~2'4~· · ~2i~ai()·ri-.-~iif~iili.bi; -~~~eri~h&~·;;~a:-~. kt1J,;,;rlecL?:6 . ·o-i. thl~· illvcst.igaGon, :you~ :~ffiru;r 
.· : ·._·_.- · · .. -~-:~.'·:~-~~-;~;~-~~;~h~/~~~~.~~-~~~~~~I_;~~i.:.:J~?:~;~~f~titE.=-:r£-·?r:t.~~~/:<::·,:-:~,- .:-:.-.· .. -~ ... ··~·~: ~: .' · ._· . .- :_. ~:--::~·-. ~ · ,:. :··.:· .··. 
: .- : :.·: ··. · ~o~Ji.ey.es.-~~t;-J,O~:P:Y~'.?Jl~~d;:BE~<i;lifl[i tfi·~9.Yi:J?ej~s'.£l cis~ ~tq'_£b.e .~giee·~ .. ~pon Io~.ation'.f9r .tbe __ · 
.. ·.·~:_. ' :-.-.·"~~ : -~ ·~-~~~::,:~:~};~ .:.~,~~~1~~-:f~{~~~·~~~~:~~~-;:~~~~tt. ~ .. J;.;y;;~; ! ~r.:.:: :h·:: ·.:_~ .:· '· -·<·: ·· -·· .::· ._··:~~-- -_-_ · 
~ .- ··. ~d...-}:ig.ir~a9ti.On_.-~:G~E-ili?n:i.Dfqrni@<J.OF.I?); tbal:Ji~ ~y;.:~~-~n~~g-anprper. p~rson· ('.'m)' son bout 
... . ·i~ ·~ b~r;;~~~i~~:~ :~ ;~~;Jtg;~~~~!l~!~i:l:~5- ,.:: ·, , · . ·. • · _ ·· 
. .. . :·. :2-5. A~ ~p-prq):.iirl2:tely 5 :.~9,. pfl?, law. eufor~cinen~~:;office;;s:)Qtercepted ~n:·: in·c~rruni· ~LJJ ·t~ 
.. · .. ·:J: .-~~ -.>:\~.· · _____ .·<{-:::·.:··.'-:.f. - .i - j~ ·.~ .. :~".:{;~~~'~:;::~;:''~~~~'o'j';.y~ :·~ ... ~.-:':_: -·~:._._, ··:._ ~ 
GEE's :--CEJ.J~PHONE;'~f(oP;-J:.'a:- cell~a_r t~epli-ii~? }ili)P_~~:r~:uti.gz_~d 9Y·_'A~&,-e N.-\.PPER. The 
. ·. __ : .:. ·:~·:· . .. :' .. .. ; .:: -_' _:': ·!~:' .- .. ·-<.:::}"f . "-~" ~:)>~'i·/<~-:\. -T:~.- . -~ ... ·. '. :,. . .:· ... ·. 
follci>;ling .is.:~_e'xcer.](fr.()rif:.tfl:~.;~-~i~ . s9rn:~_rsatio.t:_: .<. _:'.:.< . · .. ·; ._. ·: .>_._ ·:. ' . 
. . ·.· :· . •: Gri ; ~ ,Yo;' , .. ~> :< , ~'i ~ilc:;, ~ · ':· / , 
· NAPPER: Yo' yo'uii:l'tl:ieho'use? ·' .. ·:c:~. : ... ·-
.. • . • . ,! ;: _-:;·'; :-. :, ... :;.: • • :. 
GEE:_ ·Yeah I'm in the house-.! 
. :.-. 






diJ~1ght er in ihc c~r. ! 
Uh, yGab. 
i . . 




'.· I. II ; 
.. i I· ; \pp . 1-~ f 
-· 
· ·. 2:?-. Bas·c~ I o~ . ri1y~ ·{r~~ing,, ,~~:p~rien~e, iilld kno}vledg~ · o(._ttus in··iestig<:·,:on, j"O~ ::!-· """·-
. : . ::: :·. ·. - ·· ·. . -:-- . . . ' ~ :-.} ~. :' .. ', ... 
· b~~-e.~;e~ ~~·at .Q~g ,. \:~-a:,_~tq~ . to . ~ee_f \•,itb }~ A??ER. t? pr~yide _.0f.-fP~R ·.:::L'l dn.:gs to gr.-e Io 
..• /~~~~~-;~f)~6,:~,:~b~~en\~~b~:~:~:Yi~1;,,;:.&_~APP~~-· Cr;~.~g a Oleo?. T oyo~ 
: C~-lliY. pe~ng:Ma.I)~land tag nwnber· 2Bt60 17 ,·null irito .GEE's.fieighbor2ood ~;d p::.r~ l.D f:-cJ; t 
·.·.• ~~;~~~~ij~2~~;~,~~l~~- a\,J3~I~~G;~,e5;!C\f:{~_ s~o~;J,~~et?:·_GEE ·.•;es cbse~··ej 
:·. :;~~~§g. _  gis~- :re~~qe~ce~-~4 ··~~etjng. ·with .l';!~?J"Ir ?; N.~P~:f-'s-Toyoia Ca,~.ry". After :.-!;; 
!ef..: L:e 
.. ..:.ooserYe_:N:~P..cR- ~-i1Cl.~J.O.RP-x. .u.i:eei3.ba5ed{ofufuv,..rr<Om'tli~exp·e~ence - aDd· _IQ:.o\vledce: or ·t.m.s· .?:-~-;~:~=-:.:~ ~~-- ~·:·Z-c-~-::.;~::.-.:·:--~: . ;..:_:_~~7I~_;i~~i==:.f~=x~.-;~i)~~~J"~E:f~~~:~?>~:~~-:·=-, :.-,_-.--.. ~ · _ :; -· 
'. :iffiiesti'S?:2tion.-~vo'UL affiant b'elieves:tbabNA.PPERG'ei1·ed~as-a~':m.iddle-m-a:n '.'·ann 'deli\:·ered ertias 
.. :.·~-:2-~il~?i~Yts~~~:~. ~~ ~1JL5~ ·_F:~~~:~~:~~:;~;.i§~ :~ .. ~~:l;"'~;:;%~~:~-~--~~ ~ -. .- -~ .. --~ 
.,,·;'from~GE.!tto·:f6ER.Y o"'n~1\H~).ba& · siiortiY. :aft'ei tlili: trillictioil.Fomc.ers observed NA??ER' s 
):,}3~~t:~iL~,~=~ ·: ~-: ~--~~~~:;>:-::~~~ .;· .. 1tr ·:~~~~~ms~i-~~~~:~~~~1-:~:;~::~~r · . ·_ .. . · .: · 
',I._Iot2Ji~~ ~~~~e]·_ig:_~!Sj-'it' of.~,~~-~:r·~~\P:~~~:~3ki!3~~~:6n)E}~~·~~;;_;_r:~, ~~xperieiice, ~~·~ ~;·~::1·;*-';~~~ffl{~:~,.G~=---'~ ;; ~-~-~::;.~~ ... ,;- ·£ ··:: -~7,\:-~'-.";:=h~·?:t.:.~-~--=-- .0;~ <?~"'- ... , -.. -. · ·~ .·. 
. ·· and !ill'dwleage··Of.this:m''esti cration;(your: ammfoelieves:tJllr:)[APPE~-b-iou£hf:d..rJ.ig:s back to .·· · t~1~Jl~i~if2{;r*tc~~:h~;,!'~:l:~~~fj;~f~t~~~~;:;,, - .· '· .. -
. '" _-··2 ~ -~~·fappz62Gfll~t~~Y:: ~ :-~·1 PD;l;· !.~ ~:n~p-~qrce!Ren~ ofiic.er~ }pt~r~ep~ed ."a.'! inc<;Jiiling call to 
--.. : ~>.: -~~-5{:.~;:;~:·~~:~~~~:·-~~3_-~- /S~r :~-~~:~~~~-~-- ·.;= ---~:- :-~-! · -/~~- ~:~~~~:·_:.~;·=.~:~ ~.'\ : j:~~~·: -~~:~~-~=-~~-·- ~--~~:--.-. :: · -~-·_ . 
. GEE~'S'.~:B1gR,9.~_E.Jiqqr ~i.l@~ f~I~'P~9-nA,n~~.P~r;"C~p;2}:.2.7.F2.?.52;wb.ich is l,ltilizcd by 
. JOPt~~~l~~~1~~;1;~~\j~~~~~~it$;f;<:·;.: ~: 
·, . :~_:· ·::.:·/_.! JOJ'P.Y~ :(·.· >~,y~:'l juSt hit yQ.'UEkiE's:-~_Y ou .~eii!i .q1e? 
.'_).·. ~·: .... ::~-':.- :·:.j_.:;.:.:>~:~::·::?:(~~:~:~:: ~r;;?2~. :-~::.:(::~.:-§tj;~--,:~·L: ~~ ~;~: ··~ .. 
-' , · ::I,::-- ·.GEl;:: ·': . :_ . i:·.Y eah,cY_eal),"my )'oungip's; 1Jly:soi:J. · . · 
• ... ~ ! .':.:·· -.-···':"-</) : >!.;:.::_:t . ·.; .. ·.,_;:::··:_:;·:,-. ~--· <: \·:~-· !.-::,'·: .... ~~;~ .. ·_ i· .. ·.· ' 
·_ . .'· : ..- .': .-:' JqP~y: ,_.,;_;'_. ~gh~, nght, J'rri j~st i!?·~g-sil(e; ')•ou Jcpow. 
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·. 
GEE: Y<.:.&':J . 
.TOPPY: 
GEE: You se:.:!n 'e:n rigb_t. 
Huh? 
-· 
You ·se.r.."'!l 'e:::n ri ~t 
. ·.. -
i· _; 
. f: ~ • 
JOPPY: On> h,:t7,o ·~ojoi ·}; r.~+ ~? :-
· GEE•. ' . .•.••. ; '·.,Y.~~ii~~r~gi;~-~(f~1t;J~:8·~.i',; ,;a;, ,':, ' 
-. 
'' . .. ·. · ,. 
. ,:, '·· .. ·: , 13 
; 0 • • 
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I.·: .·.. , • ·':. ·, ! 
... 
t' t I ' o : •• • :- ,. ' ' ', ': • I o 
'. ,· ... :. · ... · .... : ' '< :': : . _!'..··, ·.·· .. · .. . '.> ': .. . ... 
. . . . -1 
... · . ·. . - I:·'· .... .. = 
. ' ~ . ' . . 
' ' I • ' • ~ -., • 
SALAZAR: · · Cori1o estes? :con1o est~·s?.. · . . :·. ·< · . ·. ·: -: 
. ·::· i .. ·.·,: 
022 
·• • •' • . I : o ~ • 
By~Jetownhouses. lqc{ _ ·:_.···~: .·:> .:: · .-. ·, ,_. ,·. GEE: · · 
SALAzAR: : The~to-vin liouses? ·· Ij~yJ can: I c_om~ ---~~~- so~ithing? 
. . . . . : . . . . . .' ~ 
GEE: Yea. Quruito? . /· . · . . · ·. _.-::·:·· .. : ·· . 
I don't know. I m~~ t~c one._ Y~u know it de~ends (U1) depends SALAZAR: 
. ~ .. . ' . 
on how they look.. No~ l .waima ta.Jce one; I. wanna take one, but 
you know, ii it's the ·sa~~ thing I doq't warina take it. 
-:GEE: 
0 i I ', 
Ahb, J?O,;no, f!O (unintcHigible] ocho. 
. . - . . . 
·r _. . . 
(unintelligible] but ifit'li D.Je san1e thing, I do~'t w2i:!.Da take it. 
. . . . . . " '.' ·: .-_:· ~ ' : ~ :· : . . . . . . . . 
S.ALAZAR: 
• : . 0 
It's not q)~, just'~b~JC.~oll~r: ht me. · · · · 
- ' • I ,'• ' • 
. GEE: 
.; : 
SALAZAR: Alright, hey, I'm a com~. Qut· t]ll~ie :right n.o\v:. 
. . I· . 
30. B?sed upon yot,JI affiant's training e~periencp and k.nowledg~ of the investiga tion, yom 
. . . . · .. ,. . !.· . . . ; 
... affiant believes that' GEE and SALAZAR ru:e di~~~sing :a pending· transr..ction near "the 
. • . . , ' , . I . 
,·' , . . . . 'j' .·. . ' . - . 
'iown,hous~~." Based on the above listed copversatio~, on April 1, 2015,··al approximately 11:00 
p~, :o~eers o~. the 11o_ntgqmery Coti.nty R~·li~e Dcp~~t;1~n·t · i~ti~t~d surveil~ance i..n the area of 
·.,. . . . · , ·. I . 
.. :- . 
T~g:_-Roa~· and · Silo Way in Silver Spring, Mar~~Ja~d. At approximately. q: 15 pm, law 
' : • ' .. . : ' t ~ I I 
elli~~.cein'e~t' officers opserved a wbjte Ni~san, bea~iog Maryland registration BBi\·!2402, park in 
• ' ' , . ,. ' I ; ' ,• . •' •' ,': • 
.. 
fran~ :of GEE's · ;~ior residence at .1367 Elm .Grove Circle. A bla.ck male, who ~ppcn.rcJ to be 
• - ; - • ! - • • • • ' : ' • • • . • . • • • • ~ •• • .... • 
•• • .' • ~-- • !. • : ' • • - · . • • • 
,-. -...... -: ~~ · --- . ·-- •, ' . .. 
GEE;: dited the Nissan and entered the residence. Several mintrtes· Idler. the smnc m;uc exited 
. :·:-':~- :7~.; :?'':": .. :.~~c . ..;_ -- ~~""· .. :_;~--.:;· ~--: ... ;_ . .': ·:--. : J , ':,:.;:, < , . .' :_ . · .. , . . , 
thc'r'esidence and begap. frEnieling tO\vard Twig Road P.nd.SiJo Wa)•. ' ·. 
_. -'~-{~A~~ · :~~ .j ~-i~~ :- -~~ft~ '·l~~~- . cnfq~~cm~~~ . _:;~~e~s ~ ~tcrb~~is;d an iocomiog to GEE's 
.. ~·:,.· ... < :~ ·~.7~ :·-:~<:·· _:·~ ··.·-~~-·-... :~~·: , ... ~ -- -~- : · -~.: ~ ........ . · l . . ...... ·.-- ·. · ·,. 
~ELI;Pf!ONE fr'oril .SALAZ_AR over (240) 547-80~4. ~bc.foll~V.ri~-g is ai1 excerpt from their 
. . . . . . I .· . 
. · ·; :1 
conversation: , .. : ,., . . 
. , :'-· 
. · ... .. 
•. ' • j ._. 
1: . 
.'j 
·. 14 . ! j . 
... . ' 




1·1 .. ' 
i 
·I I' I I 
' ! .. 
. i 
' I 
I r I 
I 
!" 
' :, ! ~ I I 
GEE: Yo. Hello. 
SAL\Z./\ ..R: 
. i 
~cy, 11~, ~eyi'm rightr~eie on Silo.· 
Vlhcre? · · : · · GEE: 





32. Vlhile tliis -CDnve;s-atiori 'is- >o~uriir!i_: offi~h observed a white Ford sedan traveling 
slowly through the n·e·i~bor~~o~,--the._wili.te;-F?rd ~~#an ~;~e to the area of Silo Way and Twig 
. ' · . ' c-.. • I : , 
Road. Officers then ob~etved GEE's ~;hlt~_ Ni.;sin J.ark or~ Silo Way. At approximately I 1:25 
. ' .. : ..r~: ~ · . ·- ; .... .. -::·.·. ~ '-_ ~-:- · _:.::··~~ : : ·. . . . -
r,r:P-, . Jaw ellforce~eni -·· dm~er-s :·\1t~~~'e$~6.d -~:  :. i?:69rlling text/SMS message to GEE's 
: ! ~i~ ' , .. . .. ·. ·: ' ; : --~:(.' : , _> I • : . , , 
GELLPHONE from (240) .S:47'~_80S4,·\.yJiicl]. :st~te4 . "Uill her~." . 
:): . ' ' .·: ·. ' ·:- ··: .·>··· :·' .. '':_ .. ·· ·_.'/ ·.·._. :·:. . 
: . f j!J 3?: .several ~utes later~ -~fficeh :.gos,_en:edtp~: ~·bite F.:~r:d ~edan leaving the neighborhood. 
! ! 1i~H;d ~olicecruiser cOodu~ted ·~ Jiaft1~ stop oft~~ white ; ~;d Sedan on Cos<Je Boulevmd in 
sd~ir Spring. During~ the i11.itiaJ e_ncounter:. ~vith the IV~CPD officer, the driver gave a false name 
I , · . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 
: . . I . . · . . . 
of "Antonio Rqdas." .· The· driver was · lalet.. identified as Alfonzo SALAZ . .\R. During a 
. : ' . '·.' . ': .. ;: .. ~ ._:· ... f' . 
StlbsequentJy search:bfthe f orp, S~~al_?-: · Ja:\~~-eilforc~.~ent offkers r~covered more than an ounce 
.·. '• ... · .. . ' ., . . . . . .. - ' ' 
' . · : ! 
(28 OUDCCS) of CI:ackcocauie'an4 seve·~· gi<i.S~~t(bag~ Of~OcaiDy. ·. · .· . .. 
• ' : ... ' :· ' . ~· ... ·'. :· · ·/ ·! .:: .• - .. ~: ·.; ... .. . 
34 .. 0~ April 8, 2015, at app~oxima~ely ·1··2: 1 l p~,'' 1~w enforc_ement officers intercepted an 
. . . . ! . . 
' , I : 
' ,•• : . ' '.. i ' . . 
incom ing (;a]) to GEE's CELLPHONE-fron:i a ce)Julat telephone munber uti lized by Andre 
. . . ... . :. , _·,·· .. ': :, ' ' .. .. · .. !· .·· . ' '. ·_ ' 
NA PPER. The following is an excerPt froii:t tl:ic their 1conv~rsatiOii: ' It GE~, . . . ~i~n~. · · > > > 1 • .. ·. . . . . . 
I
•!!) . I , :. . . J! • .• . :_: . . _. , .·!' 
: : ' 
,•! o! I • • • ' : ' ~- '. 
I ~ij1 . i; .. · . · · 
. . ·' 15 !. :JI' i :il I • . .-;_1.; • • • • 


















.. . j! 
[ 
-,:·,.Y_:~~:~'K},}if1j~~~41f~~~~}~~m~~~~~1~;"r~-;:i':- -- --
.: .. ; : :~:-NMP~R:~...:~~_.. [~P:telligil)1ei:f9.u·.9.Y~r tfiere_by."my jQint? .... 
;- , : ·::· · .- 6~?i1:_~t~-;zt:ltiZ~I1~J'~~~~~tYI!J~:~l;t~:•• ._ •. -----
d: ...... _ ':. ... ;~· (. ~· · NMPER~~"f:':~Alli~(.it~(: ~a11·~::·\vlli{b~o~1Cfiacn~"s~hool ri·~, iAow. so 1 ~u be 
! ~ f~X ::_: ':::._:_ ::: _·J7,.:: r~~;~~''1i&?~kti~rii-.~-~~, f . ~ll · · -
~ ~ !:~~ :_:i:~}:'_;r">~~;]..fi1r.~~i~t:~~l1~i~~1~1<~- :-; · , ._.  ---
. '~t 1 -~. ~--r;'.•. - ~'< NAP_B~R .. ;,•: ~@1...1":i:. J.<f~~5;;;J..,"":\l~.~-.(. ':::= : . .... -·:..:.· , ... . , 





: -~\iS'·~;_,~:C.fu:l:.1~"t ~-:~N.A.PPERr-'~1'~ Tm~:lca.ri:&~in;aeiif-and-nrmg.1tJoyou; ·.: It doli 'fmatteh it1s up . 
--_ ):_::t,~~ ~f~1:S~[~1ifl~~~tlti!~~~h::.,·";_,:;:>:·--_ . -
• " . ,• .• ,.-. [1. ··~·· ··" • • • •. • "'-'•""< -~ -~·-~~~ ",!-~~ iC;",.,.J.[ •C"• r """'~·-'"• . ,. ,I • .• """ • "' 
• ~~-~:: • t · ·: :r;~·." ,_.:. . . ~· .. ~-=~-'" ·_...._ ·,.._~.;: .. · .. -~~r:-.... ~1"·~~"'>.:~~ ~.,·"1~~.::-<f!: ~--,...a,;:-:-i_.,.'~ r"":· ~,-;1,:-.:_;:~... . . : . ·. 
; '.:; ·:~:, {: · :'.~:-!.i~-GEEL· ·:-;? J...':~~~:}'AL."'"ihlili.-cius'td'nf.sirun§ Jleftgetfuij ·ares sed· and shit 
L,,,~:~t~1~\~(~i~l~~~--~~~t~j) __ :.~ -~<·· ·: :. -_ 
l:~:d63s:!d3ased~0li·m "".fr· · _::z,~F"eneTic-eiand ~owled-.;~ftn1Si.D..veSt:f""atia· ! : ·ou.r .affiant . 
. :--r~f"l::;:~:;~:~·;:_~}r-:·_~;?:-l·l~\Z~t.~~~~li~i:~~~ :m~~;:~5f'~~~~~-.;-:,:_::~-~. :=··' ~ _r .. :.. ·:~· . ... ·.-. -. 
t ~u'e~~§:'ifi~t~NAl;PERt~eau:EEt6'k1-rair-'"~J~ri~tffi5-st?~iliat~APFER ~ohld . ve GEE drucrs 
. !'I~!J~~~~£fJ~'~'fM~~~i,&;~t~ie~~i~~i~:~ ~ ~:r dEE but 0 
-: · !,·~).~F.~r~.~~~:;.::~~~~~:~~.:::::~-:-:~/~;·:~.~~t~~;i'Ji~':;~:$:~i'S~:i::.~;~·£.i1~~:::.·{~~·_., ·. , .... -.· ... •. 
I $ ·:~~"~~~i 'afS~~<P~ib;~.{TI~:#2:{;~t~Jh_~:pf;d~)~)!1.~4[~·~;1:~: ·~ ,- .":  . '· . . j! !f f \ l I '~ tflr·Jilr .. '•· r . -. ' • ",,_ - Io"-' . . ·· ····' +' • . . ,. . 1 -r . -.. '· -- ~- -- '. . - . 
't'"-1-itt·'~ · I )• 8;;~;~f9 ;·: :?~ii;~ f.~~i~~~tt~z~~~~[j;t;.;~~~:%fi~thnt~~~~pte(an .in~Offi~ Call tO 
-l:)lt.\ ,·!· -~::'.::..-: . · >:.::3·; -~~-~.,J";~;~~~~:~:::t~~~~~:·.:~·~;~::;.:~·:~!~:·::~;~:: .. ~):·:Lf:~~~~~2/~-~::> ·< -: ··: .· · . . · 
I 
1. 
QEWs. CELtJ~HONE:'fiontcellWat~teii"phori;enilnJ,p,'((2Q2}2:1J~"25~3~~y,hlch is. utilized by JO~;~;::~~~~~~<~i~~~~l~~~~~~t?--~,::·~: ; > . . . 
.-._ ' .. .-~1 ; _ .~::· :;o;::.-..-!":.i'":,:;!-,-JOPRY:-~:·t[~.-:Aiiiifllo@!i'g;~g to ~-one time. 
-.• -,--·-~:i\_; .. 'Fi.-.~ir~;~g~l!~~~l~I~r:,i' • 




1. ~l l,j.···~,;i··'•l. ,;.'j.. ·, ... ~-.":.;-.-•o .·r"•'-·--:·····•-·;·-'1,,_ -·•·'·"'"·'· ·'"·f·--··~·..,._· 1, ., _. _.·-·, ~- ·. ::·j!J :-~~1 , ... ~ :;'-:"'··:··'- .. · ___ .,.:·· ... . -.:· ·._' .. ·'" -!:· ·:: t. . .r.":",.:.i·~·.'·.\,:;.•··, Li.·.: .. ,!, .. ,.:· .. · ~ .-~-- ~:~.:·, ·. ·.-·-·.~7:-·-::.-•. · :· ·-. . · ' App. 19 
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~J ~ .. . _. .,. =.= .. ·~:== .-·:. :<',·:JOPP.:_Y _" ,i•·:..:-Y§aJ;i1~y_eah. th~ ff()p~,; }19~ ... , · :··. 
. r~~ · .. _· >.·::.:::·: ... _: :.~;·. ;-:: ... :<~;.·~ ,~:~~:--~~~;;?-~~--;~;;rt~~:=-~~:~:::;:~;-·:._~-:;>~ .. ·:. ~-: · .. 
. , ·· w: '- ·, :-.. -.: .. : "·:·:2·- GEE: •,2-,.,'';ta: ~ ltlilliifelli crlble]. '!.2.1!~'·:·; · ,._.l··:,·:~'f•·.~ - · 
_: 
1
r· ~r:1: ~l~_:·,\ ~~.::., ;~~~~1:~~"~;£[2Jky'[~~i~if1~i:Ih' ...... _ . 
~it J ~f~ ~: t!j .:-~r ·;:rr:~~-;~xr~:~~~-x ;f.~. -~~~: ;"'-~-:..::..J ·::: -~-~~t~~ .. ;~~~·;<::,._:·.:; :.·-.... :·-- ... ·.·: 
: ~ :~ 1 :· ~ :· f:, ! :::1, :-:·.-~. ' :· .:-.::, _ ... · . : .... : GEB--:..-i't-Fif}.:_;,_-.,_No [fuwteTif_gfoie].alrigiji;=~:~";·' ·-: :· · .. 
·I, ~ ! 1·. ·:· ~! 1~ .. ~:.-:~:: ... ::.~ :: -~:·ti~;:~{f~;~i-· ---~~~}~!!~ ~~5l~D:f~1!N~~·~j~:_t> 'f/_: ... 
• -- 1 • '.- · ·' • ·.' -· ·1;>.-_ ··-··:·:. JOPBY'"''=i~- -"''.A:lri.cr j.·- .-;;,_..,-,·,.)'.~ ·--~;~;;; . · · ,·· ,;.;..,._,_ •• . ·:·· ·• 
I 
j .. 1 
! 
,'I, 
... ~ .. ·.·~-;~:~ -·~.- ·j.>· :;~;·~-~:~;.~::?:~~!fr~-~~r~$t~ j1~¥.f£~;._~:~~:2~J~:(.:.>_ . ; .·· _ __ 
· , .'·~;+ __ : 3~6;· Based :an~~my.=trai.niri~-~e?o-~ie~~ii:td;;-.knowJ¥dgi;;of-i'iliistillvestigation, your, affiant 
; : ~. · · _,. · ··:-~~= ~ -.~ ~: :~c-i:~·:~~ -: .. -::.~s-~;!.;~~~~"?~ti~~i:~r~~?~i~ ~~~:~·~:t~~::~ :~:;~~ ~.~~ ~~:~ .:~ :~ :· -·~ ···: ·; · · · · ·· 
.... :·'·· .::b~lie~~~.:iliatir oi?PY ·Wifri'tid~ i5rih~oLclliiis~fro~ GEE; c''T~]i~if.~otbirig;-. u)'irig ·to~·gf~h .. one 
.:.·.:;~:~';:·_::.:r~T~;~:·;~~j~~~l~JE,·~-:fi~Ie·. :~~1i;-~¥~:t~-t~~~i~f~t"'~(:;::~·.-::.·:/:·:·::~~ .. t;: _:·:~ .. ;~,-::, · ... · .. ::.: ... 
. · -: :. __ .-.F·etr;..~~%~~il:-~@~~J.~~Y~~.?~~~ ~~--1i?~_1~~:R~ ;;a~q~,H?pe·: ~9aa.: ?d~ ·cO'nduct 
~ ~ ·. ··M~~ -~·:_ ~~··.:·~::·:-: ~~:r ~ ... ~:~-~~~~::~r.(;~ · ~~~~!A~~--5!-~~~~:-~~-~{ ·.; . . : · _ · . . -· · ·. ·.: . 
_.·:· .• ·' •• 0 ~e.~: rr~~~u~~_:J.~~?. ~.£Wi -~.;?.$.~f2p~e~\~~~)~~~?~_!'J;>raJ~~ ~~~~~? ~.~at '.h~··.'~as · at ; the '-:~:.:'': .... ·.·.·.···••. [' • • • J.- .,.·._~;.:,. ·~~~, ..... _.--:o~~~~~~!,.....,.c~-· • ..Y,~r-·,.,,.,_.·,_r- . .- ... _ .. 
. ·~~!·~·:-: ~ .. : ......... ~=-:~:;:;, .... .:F,:~i. .. ~.y!."'--~2-~ :"\;-- ~~-~.&~~~%~ -~~ .. :f~~-'!~ .~-.-.:#.,:-:. ... ~ .. :..· .• ... -. --
·. ~ _.· . S.VB~9J.::.;r~l\)ISEZff1. ('~4lii.. out;'t~;theJ~y_er.~e-~p~.:_'n,g~.):~&presu.r;n.al)JY: h~ drug 
.. · .. - ... ~;~·· .. >.<::~~:.:~~r.::~·;~ .. ~~~J~~:\~~2,%~ -~~~-i:;??~\'3c~~~ ~~:·:~::··~·-·: . _. . _· ._ :·· . . 
· ... - . · f:· ·~ - tr36eecii~ci.liirr/~t,ffiisumeFl'RE:MisEWi:!H'Etiii~?-Iete .. thi.tf:<arisaction with dEE. ~- ._ .. ~)-- .. J~·r .. l~i.z.: .. ::~~:--.i::~~j~~~J?~ -:...~~~~~>~~~~·~ ~:.:-~?1:.~~::.~?-~~t~~~~;;~·- .·'>: { ; __ ·. · =··.·.- ·, .· .. · .. · 
· ':_ ·, ~;-·_.<~·· ·_. ~t:~?·:~aJ~:A:P.~U]o;.;2ois!it1i~P.f-a:~~1fi9~~=·ttt15!i:-hw~ii~lf~in~4i~:~m;ets, ihicib~pted an 
.. ·.- ··: ~.::._; ~- -::~ - ~-f~N ~:-~·: -;~!:~--~~0!.>~/ ;~~~'1:~{~l~~- · .. ~~~~ !~:,·1;.~~-~;~:;h0:t:~_·t--:::. =. _:·:~,-< .-. · ~-__ ;. ··.:-: ·. . . : ... 
;. ··!·1:.:;·.-t· ,r]. c9J,n_W,g 9.@}~ 9.ll~f£t;:i;:CL]fiO~._,_tro~£~ll!:J~. lfel:'PJ!oE~.J~J_J2;.~52~.~~49, _whi~?. ~s .utjJized 
. . . ~ .. ~ ............ ........ _ " .• ··"k!1 .... -.~ ... 'J!,~:J;; .... ~. .~!>'--~~-., '";.. ., ·r--T····· . . . .. . .. 
. 'I "l r ·- 1--, t. fti •k-1 ! ~-r·.: IILr ~-. • .,· • - ,:.,- .; • dL- ... f.~.-:· J;t,t-4-',.~ .o...f!....~"""'z;t_.2f.!~f!:;l.!,- ..__K...,7'- . - - r-·' . :.. ;j.'5.f~·;.,o..., ~ •. • · . . , o • -I; ~-~· f ;;• ~ ·v - -~_:-.l;::;--4-'i.~. ·~!..:::.:·-.~·-:.-::·.·.,-;. .. ;t;<~.Y"'·-~· ~~~~~~..;;... --·~~_,.·f.;';~?-:c•: .. {;.';~·, -~~...... . . . . - . -
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